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FINDING OUT ABOUT WEBCT 
In this module, we will explore key tools for getting started successfully in WebCT. 
WebCT is a flexible and powerful online learning tool that offers customization to 
instructors and students alike. For instance, students, designers, and instructors can 
customize their course access point, My WebCT, to meet their individual 
preferences. 
 
By using the Mail tool, we will learn basic course communication as well as identify 
common functions that appear throughout the WebCT interface. You will discover 
how the uniform look and operation across tools helps students, instructors, and 
designers to quickly become comfortable with WebCT. 
 
Next, we will explore a section's interface. You will see how related tasks are 
grouped conveniently together under WebCT's tab structure. 
 
Subjects 
 

a) My WebCT 
 
b) Mail 

 
c) Common Actions 

 
d) Exploring a Course 

 

 Consequences of Learning 
 
By completing this schedule, you will be able to: 
 

a) navigate and customize My WebCT. 
 
b) navigate through Mail, compose and organize mail messages. 

 
c) identify and perform functions that are common to many features in WebCT. 

 
d) explore a section, including its tab structure, Course Content Home, and 

Course Menu. 
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MY WEBCT 
My WebCT provides one point of access to your courses. You can also: 

1. access tools like Calendar, Mail, File Manager, and Who's Online. 

2. create a personal to do list. 

3. access external courses (online courses based on other servers). 

4. create personal bookmarks, access campus bookmarks, and read campus 
announcements. 

 
My WebCT Interface 
The My WebCT interface is very much the same for designers, instructors, and 
students. 
 

 
 

On the screen: 

� Logo Bar - Any institution can customize this frame to reflect the school's 
colours and logo. It is always there and contains links to Help and Log Out. 

� Toolbar - Contains icons for Mail, Calendar, and File Manager. The tools vary 
depending on administrator settings. 

� Course List Channel - Provides access to courses in which the user is 
enrolled. Notification of new announcements, calendar entries, mail, 
discussions, assessments, and assignments for each course may also 
appear here. 

� Content Channels - Each channel contains a category of content, such as 
My Grades, To Do List, Personal Bookmarks, and External Courses. 
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Customization of WebCT 
 
Institutions can adjust the Logo Bar to reflect their visual identity. You can also 
customize the look and feel of their My WebCT page to meet individual preferences 
by using the Channels, Colour, and Layout links in the toolbar. 
 

 
 

� Channels allow you to hide and reveal channels. You can hide all of the 
channels except the Course List Channel. 

 
� Colour converts background and table colours. 

 
� Layout changes the order and location of the channels. 

 
 
Using Browser Checker 
 
WebCT has automatic and manual browser checking. The automatic browser check 
occurs upon your first access to the Log In page and to My WebCT. It will display a 
warning if you are using an unsupported browser, while the manual browser checker 
can be used at any time. 
 
� To check your browser, click the Check Browser link. Note: If the link does not 

appear, your administrator has disabled this feature. 
 
In addition to checking your browser, WebCT automatically checks to see if your 
browser is JavaTM enabled and if the required version of Java Virtual Machine (JVM) 
has been installed. These checks occur when you access a tool that requires Java, 
such as the HTML Creator. 
 
There will be a warning if you do not have Java enabled, or if you do not have the 
correct version of Java Virtual Machine installed. The warning includes a link to the 
Browser Tune-Up page for additional information. 
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 Exercise: My WebCT 

1. Change the background colour. 
 
2. Move “My Grades” to be the first item on the left column. 
 
3. Hide “External Courses” link. 
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MAIL 
Mail allows you to privately communicate with other WebCT users who are enrolled 
in the same courses in which you are enrolled. Mail in WebCT also includes features 
common to most standard e-mail programs. These are: 
 

1. send, receive, and forward messages, in plain text or HTML. 
 
2. file attachments. 

 
3. carbon copy or blind carbon copy message recipients. 

 
4. print, search, compile, and organize messages into folders. 

 
Accessing Mail 
 
You can access all mail for all your courses from My WebCT. Accessing Mail within a 
course will only display Mail for that specific course. 
 
� Access Mail from My WebCT: 
 

1. From the Toolbar, click the Mail icon. The global view of mail appears, 
listing all the courses in which you are enrolled. 

 

 
 

2. Click the hyperlinked name of the course. The main Mail screen appears, 
displaying Mail for the selected course. 
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The Mail Interface 
 

 
 
 
The Mail screen: 
 

� Folders are listed in the left frame. The number in parentheses is the total 
number of messages in the folder; the number outside the parentheses \s the 
number of unread messages. The open folder's messages are displayed in 
the right frame. 

 
� Messages are listed in the right frame. Unread mail is indicated by the dosed 

mail icon to the left of the message title. 
 
� To read a message, click the subject title. 
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Message Creation 
 
You can send messages to users enrolled on your course. When you create a 
message, enter plain text or use the HTML Creator to create content in HTML, 
without entering HTML tags, 
 

NOTE You cannot use the Mail tool to send e-mail messages to external 
e-mail accounts. 

 
� Creation of a mail message: 
 

a) Click Create Message. 
 
b) Click Browse for Recipients 

and select them. 
 
c) Complete the Subject field. 

 

 
 
4. To create a message using HTML, select On next to HTML Creator. 

Depending on administrator settings, the HTML Creator could be 
unavailable or it may appear by default. 

 
5. Enter your message in the Message box or HTML Creator editing area. 
 
6. Click Add Attachments to add files to your message. You will see the 

Content Browser pop-up window. 
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o If you want to attach a file stored in one of your WebCT folders, move to 
the folder containing the file(s) that you want to attach and select its 
checkbox, and click OK. The Create Message screen appears with the 
selected files listed under Add Attachments. 

 
o If you want to attach a file stored on your local computer, click My 

Computer, browse for the file, and click OK. The Create Message 
screen appears with the selected files listed under Add Attachments. 

 
7. Click Preview to view the message as it will appear to the recipient. 

 
8. Click Send, The Messages screen appears and your message is moved to 

the Sent Mail folder. 
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About HTML; Creator  
 
The HTML Creator is an HTML editing tool that allows you to create content in 
HTML without entering HTML tags.  The HTML Creator automatically generates 
the underlying HTML source code. 
 
 
Similar to a word processor, you can: 
 
� enter text and format it using a toolbar 
 
� insert an image by browsing for a file 
 
� spell check your text 
 

 
 
The HTML Creator is available from the following tools: 
  

� Assessments � File Manager 

� Assignments � Mail 

� Course Content � Learning Modules 

� Discussions  
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Working in WebCT: Common Functions 
 
Within the Mail tool, you'll encounter several functions that are used throughout 
WebCT. 
 
Viewing Messages 
 
When information is underlined it indicates that the item is clickable. 
 
� To view a mail message, click its hyperlinked title. 
 

 
 
Using ActionLink Menus 
 
ActionLink menus allow you to perform specific actions on individual items. The 
actions will vary depending on the item but can include viewing, previewing, 
deleting, hiding/showing, and setting release criteria. 
 

  
� To delete a mail message, from its ActionLink menu, select Delete. 
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Sorting Messages 
 
Items in a list can be sorted by clicking the column name. An up or down arrow next 
to a column name indicates the selected sort criteria and direction. 
 
� To sort mail messages by date, click the Date column. The default is to place 

the most recently received messages at the bottom of the list. 
 

 
 
 
Selecting Items in a List 
 
Individual mail items (messages) are displayed in a list- When you encounter a list 
of items; there are usually several actions that can be taken on selected items or on 
the entire list. For example, you might want to create a printable view of mail 
messages, which you can then print or save to a file. 
 
� To create a printable view of messages: 
 

1. Select the messages that you want to include. 
 

 
 

2. Click Create Printable View. The Compiled Messages screen appears. 
 

3. Click Print. 
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Moving or Copying Items 
 
You can move a message by selecting the checkbox next the message, selecting 
the folder to move the message to, and then clicking the Go icon. This same 
process can be used for move and copy functions throughout WebCT. 
 
� To move a message: 
 

1. From the Messages screen, under Subject, select the check box next to 
each message you want to move. 

 
2. From the Move to drop-down list, select a folder to move the message to 

and click the Go icon. 
 

  
Paging 
 
Throughout WebCT, whenever there are lists of items, you can choose how many 
items are displayed per page. 
 
� To select the number of mail messages to display per page; 
 

1. Click the Paging Preferences icon. 
 

  
2. In the Configure Paging Options window, enter the number of items to 

display per page. Click OK. 
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 Exercise: Mail tool 

1. Read an email in inbox. 
 
2. Sort messages. 
 
3. Send an email to everyone in the class. 
 
4. Delete an email. 
 
5. Create a folder and move mail from inbox to the new folder. 
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COURSE EXPLORATION 
Access Your Course 
 
The Course List on My WebCT provides access to your section. When you mouse 
over the title, you will see a pop-up tool tip that indicates your role. 
 

 
 
The Course Interface 
 
Once you enter the course, you'll notice that the interface is organized into three 
tabs: Build, Teach, and Student View. Related tasks are grouped under the relevant 
tab. 
 

 
 

� Build Tab - The designer uses this tab to create, manage, and organize 
course content, by changing the visual presentation of the course, adding 
tools, and creating content items such as quizzes or discussion topics. 

 
� Teach Tab - Instructor activities like reviewing student work, managing 

grades, or interacting with students occur on the Teach tab. Access to 
these tools such as Assessment Manager, Assignment Dropbox, Grade 
Book, and Group Manager are found only within this tab. 

 
� Student View Tab - enables you to experience the course as a student, 

including assessment and assignment submission. 
 
In this workshop, all three tabs are visible because you are currently enrolled in the 
combined role of Designer/Instructor. Users can also be enrolled in single roles: 
 

� Users enrolled as Designers see only the Build tab and the Student View 
tab. 

 
� Users enrolled as Instructors see only the Teach tab and the Student 

View tab. 
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The Tab Structure 
 

 
 
By viewing the visual above, all three tabs contain these elements: 
 

� Logo Bar 
 
� Course Content Home 
 
� Course menu 

 
Course Content Home 
 
Course Content Home contains links to: 
 

� content items (e.g., learning module, discussion topic, chat room) 
 

� content folders, which contain related content items 
 

� content files (e.g., a single HTML page) 
 
From any tab, you can access a link on Course Content Home by clicking it. The 
view of the link and the privileges will vary depending on the tab from which you 
clicked the item. If you click the Syllabus icon from the Build tab, you can both edit 
and preview the syllabus; from Student View, you can only view the Syllabus. 
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Course Menu 
 
Course Menu is accessible from anywhere within the course. It contains: 
 

� Course Tools 
 
� Designer/Instructor/My Tools 
 
� Course Content Map 

 
Course Tools 
 
Course Tools includes only the tools that were added to the course by the designer. 
If a tool has not been added, it is not accessible to any user. 
 
In the student interface, only tools that are available (not hidden) appear. 
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Designer Tools/Instructor Tools/My Tools 
 
The content of the lower section of the Course Menu is dependent on the current tab. 
Build tab contains Designer Tools, Teach tab contains Instructor Tools, while the 
Student View has My Tools. 
 
� Designer Tools enable you to manage and create the course by adding and 

removing tools and changing course settings. Access to File Manager and 
Selective Release are located here too. 

 
� Instructor Tools include the utilities needed to view and grade assignments 

and assessments, manage grades, and handle other instructional tasks. Access 
to Assessment Manager, Assignment Dropbox, Grade Book, Group Manager; 
Tracking, and Selective Release are available. 

 
� My Tools provide access to tools for student use including My Grades, My Files, 

My Progress, and Notes. The course designer controls the availability of these 
tools. 

 
 
The Course Content Map 
 
The Course Content Map presents content items in outline form. Links to all content 
items are provided. Folders can be expanded to reveal links to their content. 
 
� To view the Course Content Map, click the icon next to Course Content. 
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 Exercise: The interface 

1. Go to the Designer menu by clicking the “Build” tab. 
 
2. Observe the tools on the left column. 
 
3. Go to the Instructor menu by clicking the “Teach” tab. 
 
4. Observe the tools.  What difference do you see with the tools in the Designer 

menu? 
 
5. Go to the Student menu by clicking the “Student” tab. 
 
6. What different tools do you see in this screen? 
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DESIGNING YOUR COURSE: THE 

ESSENTIALS 
In this module, we'll explore the crucial steps for building a course. You will learn 
how to enable toots, create it, and organize it using features of the Build tab. 
 
Subjects 
 

1. Design Features 
 

a) Adding Tools 
 
b) Creating Content Items 
 
c) Organizing Content 

 
2. Customizing the Look of Your Course 

 
 

 Consequences of Learning 
 
After completing this, you will be able to: 
 

a) identify three major steps in course design. 
 
b) add Course Tools, reorder them, and determine whether they are visible to 

students. 
 
c) create content items using Course Tools. 

 
d) organize content by adding links, files, and folders to Course Content 

Home. 
 
e) customize visual aspects of your course including colours, page layout, 

icon sets, and headers/footers. 
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THE BUILD TAB 
The Build tab is where you construct a course by enabling tools, creating and 
organizing content, and releasing content with Selective Release. 
 

 
 
Course Design Overview 
 
There are three major steps in course design. 
 

1. Adding Course Tools 
 
2. Creating Content 

 
3. Organizing Content 

 
Adding Course Tools 
 
Depending on how your section was created, tools may already appear on Course 
Tools. 
 
You can add the following Course Tools: 
 
Announcements Discussions My Files Syllabus 
Assessments Local Content My Grades Web Links 
Assignments Learning Modules My Progress Who's Online 
Calendar Mail Notes  
Chat Media Library Search  
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Tool choices depend on the type of content you want to include in your course. For 
example, you would add the Assessments tool if you want to introduce quizzes into 
your course. After you've added the tool, you can create quizzes and make them 
available to students. 
 
Some tools, like Search and Who's Online, need no further set up. Once you have 
added them and made them visible, students can immediately use them. 
 
Students see Course Tools on each page of their course and use it to go directly to 
the main page of a tool, lessening the need for numerous links on Course Content 
Home. Course Tools, by itself, is a major organization feature of your course. 
 
� To add tools: 
 
1. From Designer Tools, click Manage Course. The Manage Course screen 

appears. 

 
2. Click Tools. The Tools screen appears. There is a checkmark next to those that 

already appear on Course Tools. 

 
3. Select the tools that you want to add and click Save. The tools are added to 

Course Tools. 
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Tool Visibility 
 
When you add a Course Tool, it is automatically visible, meaning that students can 
see the tool and access any content you have created with the tool. 
 

 If you are developing content for a course that is in progress, set the 

visibility to hidden until you are done. 
 
� To change tool visibility: 
 

1. From Designer Tools, click Manage Course. You will see the Manage 
Course Screen. 

 
2. Click Course Menu to display the tools currently added to Course Tools 

and My Tools. 

 
 

3. To change the visibility of the tool, in the row for the tool, click Hide Link. 
The link to the tool is hidden from students and an (H) appears next to the 
tool name on Course Tools on the Build and Teach tabs. 

 

 Exercise: Tools 

1. Add SCORM and Local Content tools to your course if they are not already 
added. 

 
2. Hide the SCORM and Local Content tools. 
 
3. Go to the Student tab to observe the tools. 
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Creating Content 
 
In WebCT CE, you create content items, like assessments, assignments, and 
discussion topics, by utilizing Course Tools. The items are then added to that tool's 
stock pile. 
 
Students can access the items from Course Toots by clicking on the appropriate tool. 
Alternatively, you can also add links to the items from the Course Content Home or 
content folders. 
 
This approach - first creating items and then optionally linking to them - is different to 
the design process in WebCT CE 4 where you first add the link and then build the 
item. 
 
Creating a Content Item 
 
!n this context, we will use the Web Links tool to add a new content item (a URL) to 
its content inventory. You can create content with other tools using the same basic 
steps. A student would access this new item by clicking the appropriate Course Tool 
and selecting from the inventory of items. 
 
� To add a Web Link: 
 

1. From Course Tools, click Web Links to display the tool's inventory of any 
existing Web Links. 

 

 
 

2. Click Create Web Link. The Create Web Link screen appears. 
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3. Complete the Title and URL textboxes and select the option to Open in new 
browser window, if desired. 

 
4. Choose if you want the Web Link to be visible to students. If you choose 

Hide Item, the link can be viewed from the inventory on the Build and 
Teach tabs, but it is not visible to students. 

 
5. Click Save. The Web Link is added to the inventory and students can 

access it by clicking Web Links from Course Tools. 
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Content Organizing 
 
After creating your content, you can organize it to best suit your academic 
requirements. As you've seen, you can choose to have students access items via 
Course Tools. You can also add a link to the item to Course Content Home, folders, 
or learning modules. 
 
Adding a Content Link to Course Content Home 
 
There are several ways to add a content link to Course Content Home. We will start 
by using the Add Content Link feature to add a Chat room link. 
 
� To add a content link from Course Content Home: 
 

1. From Course Content Home, click Add Content Link to display its menu. 
 

 

 
2. Click Web Link to display the Content inventory of previously created links. 

 
3. Pick a Web Link and click Add Selected. The Web link is added to Course 

Content Home. 
 
� To add a content link starting from Course Tools, select the item from the tool's 

inventory and select a location from the Create Link On menu. 
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Adding a File 
 
In addition to adding content links such as Chat rooms, discussion topics, and 
quizzes, you can also add links to files. You can link up to an existing file or create 
one with HTML Creator. Any file type can be added, including HTML, word 
processing documents, text files, images, and PowerPoint presentations. Your 
students may require appropriate software to view the file if it is not in HTML format. 
 
� To add a file to Course Content Home: 
 

1. From Course Content Home, click Add File. The Add File menu appears. 

 
 

2. Choose Select File from File Manager. The File Manager appears. 

 
 

3. Click My Computer. Your computer's file browser appears. 
 

Note: You may also select files that already exist in File Manager rather 
than browsing your local computer. 

 
4. Double-click the desired file (or select the file and click Open). The file 

automatically uploads and appears as a link on Course Content Home. 
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Folders 
 
Folders enable you to virtually group related course content. For example, a folder 
called Virtual Office could include a chat room for virtual office hours, a discussion 
topic for posting homework questions, and a content file containing course policies. 
 
� Creation of a folder: 
 

1. From Course Content Home, click Create Folder. 

 
 

2. Enter a Title and optional description on the Create Folder screen. 
 

3. Click Save. The folder is added to Course Content Home. 
 
� To add content to a folder: 
 

Now that a folder has been created, we can add content. This process is the 
same as adding content links to Course Content Home, but you must first go to 
the folder. Let's add a discussion topic to the folder. 

 
1. Click the ActionLink menu for the folder you created previously and select 

Go to Folder. The empty folder is displayed. 
 

2. Click Add Content Link and select Discussions to display its inventory. 
 

3. Select the desired Discussion topic from the inventory and click Add 
Selected. 

 
4. Select a Discussions topic and click Add Selected. The Discussion topic is 

added to the folder. 
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 Exercise: Managing the Content 

1. Use the Add Content Link button to add a Web Link to the Course Content 
Home. 

 
2. Add a file to the Course Content Home. 
 
3. Create a folder, and add a file and a Web Link into the folder. 
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Using ActionLinks Menus for Content Links 
 
Each item added to Course Content Home has an ActionLinks menu, accessed by 
clicking the arrows next to the item title. The options that appear vary based on the 
item. You can generally use the ActionLinks menu to edit item properties, customize 
the item link, and preview, hide, move, or remove the item. 
 
� To access an item's ActionLinks menu, click the arrows next to the item title. 
 

 
 
Customization of Links 
 

Change the title of the link 
 
Title is changed only for the selected instance of the link. The title of the actual 
content item remains unchanged in the tool's inventory. 
 
Add a description to the link 
 
Text appears below the icon to alert students of where the link will take them. 
 
Replace the icon 
 
You can select a new icon from File Manager or your local computer. 
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� Changing the link's description: 
 

1. Locate the link you want to customize, click on ActionLinks menu and 
select Customize Link. 

 

 
 
2. Complete the Custom Description for this Link textbox. The text appears 

below the link on Course Content Home. 
 
3. Click Save. The link description has been added. 

 
If you don’t see Customize Link in the ActionLinks menu, try Edit 
Properties. For example, ActionLinks for folders do not contain the 
Customize Link option, but you can change the description from Edit 
Properties. 

 
 Exercise: Using Action Links 

1. Rearrange the order of items by “Move”. 
 
2. Hide an item. 
 
3. Change the description of a link. 
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CUSTOMISING THE APPEARANCE OF YOUR COURSE 
You have added content to your course and organized it. The next step is to 
personalize your course even further by creating a comfortable and clearly laid out 
course using pleasing course colours and layouts, and providing important 
information in page headers, and choosing meaningful icons., 
 
Picking Your Global Course Colours 
 
Global colour selections will affect the display of Course Content Home, Folders, 
and tool pages. They will not affect the colours within HTML pages you have 
uploaded. You can also use a predefined colour set, which applies a consistent 
colour scheme throughout the course, or create a custom colour set. 
 

 In compliance with the US Rehabilitation Act, Section 508, WebCT offers 

a high contrast colour set, which allows users who have difficulty 
distinguishing colours to use WebCT. 

 
� Select course colours: 
 

1. Under Designer/Instructor Tools, click Manage Course. The Manage 
Course screen appears. 

 
2. Click Colours to display the colour set options. 

 
3. To select a predefined colour set, click the radio node for the set. 
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ALTERNATIVELY 

 
To create a custom colour set, select Custom and, in the right-hand frame, 
use the Edit Background Colour and Edit Text Colour icons to select 
colours. Click Apply for each choice made. 

 
4. Click Apply. The selected colour scheme is applied to the course. 
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Page Options 
 
Page Options enable you to make page-specific changes to Course Content Home 
or Folders. 
 

1. Edit headers and footers 
 
2. Customize the page display - including layout, icons, and background 

images or colours 
 
3. Toggle to Power View - provides a tree view of course content 

 
 
Editing Headers and Footers 
 
Headers and footers can be created with plain text, HTML Code, or by using the 
HTML Creator. Only one header and footer can be added per page. A header or 
footer can be set as the default for the entire course.  

 Use a header or footer to welcome students and display prominent 

information such as getting started instructions, instructor contact 
information, or copyright details. 

 
� To add/edit a header or footer: 
 

1. Go to the Course Content Home or the Folder you which you wish to edit 
the header 

 
2. From the Page Options ActionLinks menu, select Edit Header. The 

Create/Edit Header screen appears. 
 

3. Next to HTML Creator, select On. The HTML Creator launches. 
 

4. In the HTML Creator editing area, enter the content and/or select the image 
that you want to appear in the header or footer. 

 
5. Click Save. 
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Customizing Page Display 
 
You can customize the look of Course Content Home or Folders by modifying the 
layout of icons and the background image or colour. 
 
� To customize the page layout: 
 

1. From the Page Options ActionLinks menu, select Customize Page 
Display. 

 

 

 
2. Under Layout Templates, select the desired layout for page icons. 

 
3. Click Apply to implement the changes. 

 
 Exercise: Page layout 

1. Add a header and footer on the Course Content home. 
 
2. Change the page layout of the Course Content. 
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Icons Modification 
 
Select a new icon set as the default for the entire course or selects an image file to 
replace individual icons. 
 
� To change the icon set for the course: 
 

a) From Manage Course, click Course Content Icons. The Course Content 
Icons screen appears. 

 

 
 

b) Click Select New Content Icon Set. 
 

c) Choose an icon set from the pop-up window and click Select. The set 
appears in preview mode. 

 
d) Click Apply. 

 
� To change an individual link's icon: 
 

a) From a link's ActionLinks menu, click Replace Image, Locate and select 
the image. 

 
b) Click Apply. The icon is replaced for that specific course content link. 

 
 Exercise: Icons 

1. Select a new icon set for the entire course. 
 
2. Change the image icon of a link by selecting a file in File Manager. 
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INTERACTING WITH STUDENTS 
The standard of interaction between students and the instructor is critical to 
students' satisfaction and success in an online learning environment. 
 
WebCT has a variety of tools and methods for communicating with your students. 
The Announcements and Calendar tools allow you to post important announcements 
and events. The Discussions tool allows students to post their thoughts about a topic 
you choose. For real-time communication, .such as a brainstorming session, you 
can use the Who's Online and Chat tools. 
 
In this module, we'll discuss these tools and others that you can use-to build a 
strong online community within your course. 
 
Subjects: 
 

a) Syllabus 

b) Announcements 

c) Discussions 

d) Calendar tool 

e) Who's Online tool 

f) Chat tool 

 

 Consequences of Learning 
 
On completing of this module, you will be able to: 
 

a) create a syllabus. 

b) create announcements. 

c) set up discussion categories and topics, 

d) read, post, manage, and grade discussions. 

e) create calendar entries and compile them. 

f) link to course content and Internet sites in the Calendar tool. 

g) chat with other members in the Who's Online tool. 

h) create, edit, participate in, and moderate chat and whiteboard rooms. 
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SYLLABUS 
With this tool, you can make a syllabus available to students to provide them with 
course information: 
 

a) your contact information and office hours. 

b) course objectives. 

c) the institution's academic policies 

d) your policies regarding late assignments, make-up exams, etc. 

e) a course outline and important dates. 

f) overviews of course lessons. 

g) required texts and recommended reading. 

 

 
 

Student View of Syllabus 
 
Syllabus Tool by Tab 

From both the Build and Teach tabs, you can: 
 
� create a Syllabus or import a file. 
 
� edit the Syllabus. 
 
� Create a printable view of the Syllabus. 
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TERMS 

Built-in 
Syllabus 

When you create a syllabus within WebCT, you are using the built-in 
syllabus. 

Item The built-in syllabus contains six different sections to which you can add 
course information; each section is called an item. The built-in syllabus 
contains the following items: 

h) Goals i) Custom  
j) Policies k) Lesson 
l) Course 

Requirements 
m) Resources 

 

Syllabus 
File 

When you import a syllabus that you created outside of WebCT, you are 
using a syllabus file. 

 
The Syllabus Interface 
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Syllabus Creation 
 
You can use the built-in syllabus to enter information within WebCT or you can 
import a file that has been created outside of WebCT. 
 
� To create a syllabus using the built-in tool: 
 

1. Under Course Tools, click Syllabus. The Syllabus screen appears, with the 
default items (section information and section instructor) automatically 
populated, 

 
2. Click Add Syllabus Item, From the ActionLinks menu, select the item type. 

 
Note: You can add multiple instances of each item and customize the titles. 

 
3. Complete the required fields. You may change the Heading, if desired. 

Each item type has unique fields and settings. 

 

4. Click Save. The Syllabus screen appears and the item is added to the 
bottom of the item list. 
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Other actions you can perform in the built-in Syllabus: 
 

a) Move selected items, to rearrange how the items are presented. 

b) Show/Hide syllabus items to determine whether they are visible to 
students. 

c) Delete items. 

d) Expand/Collapse item information. 

 
Once your syllabus is created or uploaded, it can be accessed through the Course 
Menu or you may create a link to it on Course Content Home or a folder. 
 
Importing a Syllabus File 
 
If you have created a syllabus outside of WebCT, you can import the file and make it 
available to section members. 
 
Note: The file should be in HTML or plain text for the easiest student access. If the 
file is in a format other than plain text or HTML, students must have the necessary 
software or viewers to open the file. 
 
� To import a syllabus file; 
 
From the Syllabus screen, under Select Syllabus Type, select Use File. 
 

 
 
Under Select Syllabus, click Browse and locate and select the file. The Syllabus 
screen updates and the file is displayed. 
 
Creating a Printable View of the Syllabus 
 
You can preview how the syllabus will look when it is printed. 
 
� To view the printable version of the Syllabus, from the Syllabus screen, under 

Preview, click Printable Version. The syllabus is previewed in a pop-up 
window. 
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 Exercise: Syllabus 

1. Add a Goal and Policy. 
 
2. Add a resource item and change the heading of the item. 
 
3. Add several lesson items. Add an event of the corresponding lesson in the 

calendar. 
 
4. Rearrange the instructor information so that it is on top of the syllabus. 
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ANNOUNCEMENTS 
You can use the Announcements tool to create and send course-wide notices or tips 
to students and other members. Students, teaching assistants, instructors, and 
auditors can access announcements from the Course Menu. You can also create 
announcements that appear as pop-up messages when students log in to a course. 
 

 
 
Announcements Tool By Tab 

From both the Build and Teach tabs, you can: 
 

� create announcements. 
 
� edit announcements that haven't been sent. 

 
� preview announcements. 

 
� delete announcements. 

 
Announcements Creation: 
 
When you create an announcement, you select roles that will receive the 
announcement, the delivery date, and whether the announcement will appear as a 
pop- up message. 
 
� To create an announcement 
 

1. Under Course Tools, click Announcements. The Announcements screen 
appears. 

 
Click Create Announcement. The Create Announcement screen appears. 
 
Enter a Title that identifies and summarizes the announcement. 
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In the Message text box, enter the body of the announcement. 
 
Under Recipients, select each role you want to receive the announcement. 
 
Under Delivery Dates, select a date and time to start and end displaying the 
announcement. 
 
If you want the announcement to appear as a pop-up message when individuals log 
in to the course, select Also deliver as a pop-up message. 
 
Click Send. The announcement is created and delivered to the selected roles on the 
delivery dates. 
 

 

 
 

 Exercise: Announcements 
1. Create a new announcement to inform the students the start date of the class. 
 
2. Create a pop up announcement to all teaching assistants about the midterm 

dates. 
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DISCUSSIONS 
The Discussion tool allows instructors, teaching assistants, and students to post 
messages about a topic in a public forum, in their own time. Students can share 
information and benefit from each other's opinions and input. 
 
You can also use the Discussions toot to post important messages to the entire 
class, generate group discussions, facilitate peer review, and evaluate students 
based on their responses to open-ended questions. 
 

TERMS 

Categories Categories can be used to group discussion topics. Categories are 
optional. 

Topics Topics are used to group messages. A topic may be a question or the 
introduction of a new concept. 

Messages The individual posts to a topic. 

Thread A series of replies to the same message. A message thread consists 
of the original message and any replies to either the original message 
or to a posted reply. Messages can be viewed as threaded or 
unthreaded. 

 

Discussions Tool by Tab 

From the Build tab, you can add Discussion links to folders, the Course 
Content home page, and learning modules, 

From both the Build and Teach tabs, you can create and manage discussion 
categories, topics, and messages. 

From the Teach tab, you can grade discussions. 
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The Discussions Screen 
 
� To access the Discussions screen to view all discussion categories and topics, 

under Course Tools, click Discussions. 
 

 
 
Creating Topics 
 
� To create topics: 
 

� From the Discussions screen, click Create Topic. The Create Topic screen 
appears. 

 
� Enter a Title, Description, and select the topic you want to Show or Hide 

the topic. 
 
� Select options as desired: 

 
o Gradable - Creates a column in the Grade Book, allowing you to give 

mark based on students' participation. Note: If you make a topic 
gradable, you cannot revert back to non-gradable. 

o Editable posts - Members can edit their own posts. 
o Locked - Users can read messages, but can't post messages. 
o Anonymous - Indicates whether posts to this topic will exclude the 

author's name. 
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To add the topic to a category, expand the More Options section and select or create 
a category. 
 
Click Save. The Discussions screen appears and the topic is created. 
 
 
 
Posting Messages 
 
You can post a message to an existing topic. Entering a unique subject title creates 
a new thread. Every message is associated with a topic. 
 
� Start a new thread: 
 

1. Click Create Message. The Create Message pop-up screen appears. 
 

2. Enter a subject title. 
 

3. Enter a Message and click Post. The message is posted and the new 
thread is started. 

 
� Reply to a message, click the linked message subject and click Reply. 
 
� To edit a message, click the linked message subject to display the message 

and click Edit Message. Only instructors have this capability unless it is 
specifically granted to students. 

 
Note: For students to be able to edit Discussion messages, the topic must first 
be set to allow editable posts. From a topic's ActionLinks menu, choose Edit 
Properties and select Editable Posts. 
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Message Viewing 
 

 

 
 
� To view all messages in a topic, click Expand All. Ail of the threads are 

expanded. 
 
� To view all message titles in a single thread, click the Expand icon. 
 
� To read a message, click the linked message title. The message appears in a 

pop-up screen. 
 
 
=> To view all messages in a thread: 
 

1. Click the subject for the first message in the thread. The Message pop-up 
screen appears. 

 
2. Click Display Complete Thread. All messages appear in the Compiled 

Messages pop-up screen. 
 
 
� To print or save all messages in a thread for viewing outside of WebCT: 
 

1. Select the messages that you want to compile and click Create Printable 
View. The Compiled Messages pop-up screen appears. 

 
2. Click Print. 
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Discussion Management 
 
As the term progresses, you may want to manage postings to keep discussions 
current and organized. For instance, you can: 
 

1. reorder categories. 

2. copy or move topics. 

3. move or copy postings to other topics. 

4. lock topics or threads to prevent further activity. 
 
Reordering Categories 
 
� To reorder categories: 
 

a) Click Reorder Categories. The Reorder Discussion Categories screen 
appears.  

b) Select the category you 
want to move.  

c) In the row just below 
where you want the 
category to appear, click 
the Insert Selected 
Items Above icon and 
click OK. The selected 
category is moved.  

 
Copying and Moving Topics 
 
You can copy or move topics within or between categories. you might want to move 
the most current topic so it is at the top of the list, or decide to move a topic to a 
different category. 
 
� To copy or move a topic: 
 

1. Select the check box next to the discussion topic you want to copy or 
move. 

 
2. Click the ActionLinks icon of the category or topic adjacent to where you 

want to move or copy the topic. A list of options appears. 
 

Note: You can move or copy the selected topic within the same category or 
to a different category. You can also select multiple topics to move or copy 
simultaneously. 

 
3. Select whether you want to move or copy the topic above or below. 
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Moving and Copying Posts to Other Topics 
 
Throughout the semester, students may accidentally post messages to the wrong 
topic. However, you can move or copy one or multiple messages from one 
discussion topic to another. 
 
IMPORTANT  Moving a message also moves all replies to that message. 
 
� To move or copy or a message: 
 

1. From the Messages screen, select the check box next to each message 
you want to move or copy. 

 
 

2. From the Move to or Copy to drop-down list, select the topic that you want 
to move the message to, and click the Go icon. A confirmation message 
appears. 

 
3. Click OK. If the new topic is empty, the Messages screen appears and the 

messages are moved or copied, 
 

If the topic contains existing messages, select the thread that you want to 
add the message to and click OK. If you want the message to be moved or 
copied as a new thread, do not select a thread. 
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Locking Discussions 
 
Discussions topics and threads can also be locked to prevent students from posting 
new messages. For example, if a thread is getting too far off the original topic, lock it 
and encourage students to start a new thread. Or, if discussions for a certain topic 
were to be completed by a certain date, lock the topic after the scheduled date. 
 
� To lock a topic: 
 

1. From the Discussions screen, locate the topic you want to lock and, from 
its ActionLinks menu, click Edit Properties. The Edit Topic Properties 
screen appears. 

 
2. Under Topic Gradability, select Locked and click Save. The Discussions 

screen appears. Students can still read postings in this topic but can no 
longer post new messages to it. 

 
 
� To lock a thread, from the Messages screen, click the name of the thread you 

want to lock. The Message pop-up screen appears. Click Lock Thread and 
close the pop- up screen. The Messages screen appears and the thread can be 
viewed but not added to. 
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Grading Discussions 
 
When you create a topic, you can specify whether the topic is gradable. With a 
gradable discussion topic, you can: 
 

1. grade the student's participation in a discussion directly from the 
Discussions tool. 

 
2. view an activity overview that provides statistics on the average number of 

messages read, the average number of messages posted, and the average 
number of replies. 

 
3. view an individual student's posts and save or print the posts. 

 
� To grade a discussion topic: 
 

1. From the Discussions screen, find the topic you want to grade and, from its 
ActionLinks menu, click Grade Topic. The Grade Discussions screen 
appears and each student who has posted a message to the topic is 
displayed along with a Discussion Activity Overview and a Student 
Overview, 
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2. To view a student's posts, click the student's name and, from the 
PeopleLinks menu, click View Student Posts. 

 
3. The Student Discussion Posts 

screen appears, displaying the 
student's postings for the topic, 
with the number of: 

 
a) new messages 
b) replies posted 
c) messages read 

 
 

4. Enter a grade in the Grade text 
box for each student and click 
Save Grades. The results are 
entered in the Grade Book tool. 

 
 
 

 Exercise: Discussions 
1. Create several discussion topics.  Make at least one gradable. 
 
2. Create a new category and move the topics you created into the new category. 
 
3. Post some messages in the topics.  
 
4. Move and copy the messages.  Edit some messages that you posted. 
 
5. Using Student tab, post some messages in the gradable topics. 
 
6. Using Teach tab, grade some messages in the gradable topics. 
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CALENDAR 
The Calendar allows students, teaching assistants, and instructors to exchange 
scheduling information efficiently and effectively with dated reminders and events. 
 
You can create calendar entries to provide students with information on: 
 

1. assignment due dates and tests. 
 
2. changes to instructor office hours. 

 
3. links to course content and external websites. 

 
 

TERMS 

Entry When you add an event or link to the Calendar tool, it is called an 
entry. There are three types of Calendar entries: 

� Course-related 
 
� Personal 

 
� Institution 

View Depending on your preference, you can view the Calendar tool by 
Entry, Week, or Month. 

 
 

The Calendar Tool by Tab 

From both the Build and Teach tabs, you can: 

� Add, edit, and delete Calendar entries. 
� Add links from Calendar entries to other items in the course or an 

Internet link. 
� Allow students to post public entries. 
� Compile entries to view and print. 
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Entry Types 
 
The Calendar displays three entry types: 
 

1) Course-related: for each of your sections, you can create entries that are 
public (viewable by all section members) or private (viewable only in your 
calendar). 

 
2) Personal: you can create entries that are unrelated to the course but are 

for personal reminders. These entries are private. 
 
3) Institution: your administrator can create entries to communicate campus 

events that can be seen by all institution members. 
 
 
Calendar Views 
 
You can view the calendar by month, week, or day. The following shows the Month 
View: 
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Adding Entries 
 
Public and Private Entries. You can create course-related entries that are viewable 
to all course members or create personal, private entries that are not viewable to the 
public. 
 
Add Links to Entries. Entries can be linked to external websites or to course 
content items like discussion topics or categories, assessments, or assignments. 
For example, you could add a calendar entry that links directly to a quiz on a 
particular due date. 
 
Recurring Entries. You have the capability to add entries that repeat at a specified 
time either on several consecutive days or on selected days of the week. For 
example, if you have weekly virtual office hours, you could add a single recurring 
entry for the entire semester, as opposed to creating many individual entries. 
 
� To add an entry: 
 

1. From the Month, Week, or Day screen, click Add Entry. 
 

2. Enter the entry Title and Description. 
 

3. Select start and end dates. 
 

4. Next to Type, select the course or section that can view the entry. Select 
the access level to public or private. 
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5. Expand More Options to add: 
 

1. Internal Link - select the tool and content item from the drop-down 
lists. 

 
2. Internet URL - enter the complete website address, including http://. 
 
3. Recurring Entry - select whether the entry shall repeat each day or 

week and the final date the recurring entry will appear. 
 

 
 

6. Click Save. The entry is added to the calendar on the selected dates. 
 

 You may use the Calendar as the course “hub,” by outlining activities 

and directing students to course resources and external URLs. 
 
 You can post calendar entries efficiently by filling in all due dates at a 

time and setting them to Private, As the term proceeds and deadlines 
approach, you can change their status to Public. This prevents students 
from feeling overwhelmed by lots of deadlines and also allows you to 
quickly and easily release entries as needed. 
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Calendar Settings 
 
Determine how the Calendar works for you and your students by specifying its 
settings. You can choose whether student can make public entries, the default 
setting for your entries (public or private), and your preferred Calendar view. 
 
� To specify settings, from the Month, Week, or Day screen, click Calendar 

Settings. 
 
 
Entries Compilation 
 
You can create a printable view of calendar entries that match the criteria you 
specify. For example, specify entries in a particular date range for all of your courses 
that have the word “meeting” in the description. Print the resulting list as a quick 
reference page. 
 
� To compile entries, from the Month, Week, or Day screen, click Create 

Printable View. Select a date range and other criteria to create a filtered list of 
entries to print. 

 
 

 Exercise: Calendar 

1. Add a calendar entry to remind students to submit assignment 1.  Link the 
entry to an assignment. 

 
2. Allow your students to post public entries. 
 
3. Explore different “View” options. 
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WHO'S ONLINE 
Who's Online is an instant messaging tool that lets members “see” and “chat” with 
others who are logged in to a course at the same time. Members can determine 
their visibility and availability to chat with others. 
 
Note: Who's Online can be disabled when an assessment is in progress. 
 

 
 

TERMS TO KNOW 

Status You can set your status to one of the following: 

� Visible/Available 
 
� Visible/Unavailable 
 
� Invisible 

Chat 
Invitations 

If you want to instant message with another user, you must send 
them an invitation to chat. 

 

Who's Online by Tab 

From both the Build and Teach tabs, you can: 

� see who's online. 
 

� change your status. 
 

� send chat invitations to others who are visible and available online. 
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Status Setting 
 
All members can set whether you are visible and/or available to chat with others. 
 
� Setting your status: 
 

1. Under Course Tools, click Who's Online. The Who's Online screen 
appears. 

 
2. Select My Status and click Update. 

 
 
Invitation to Chat 
 
When you invite members to chat, an invitation message appears on each selected 
member's screen with the request and a text box to respond. If they accept your 
invitation, a message screen will appear. 
 
� To invite members to a chat session: 
 

1. From the Who's Online screen, select the member you want to chat with 
and click Send Chat Invitation. The Chat Invitation pop-up screen 
appears. 

 
2. Enter an Invitation Message Send. The request appears on the selected 

member's desktop as a pop-up screen. If they accept, a Chat screen 
appears. 

 

 

 Exercise: Who's Online 

1. Click “Who's Online” and see the list of users logged in. 
 
2. Try to chat with other users online. 
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CHAT 
Chat allows section members to communicate and collaborate in real time by 
sending text messages, creating drawings, and sharing images with each other. 
Chat rooms can contain both chat and whiteboard functions or be limited to Just one 
or the other. 
 

 
 
i.e., you can use the Chat tool to hold online office hours, exam reviews, and study 
groups. You can use the whiteboard to display images, draw objects, draw freehand, 
and present slide shows. 
 

TERMS 

Room type The Chat tool has three room types 

� Chat and Whiteboard - displays features for both chatting 
and drawing. 

� Chat only - displays features for chatting only  
� Whiteboard only - displays drawing features only 

Chat Room 
Log 

You can maintain a text file that logs chat room conversations. 

Alias You can allow members to use an alias while chatting to conceal 
their identities. 

Lobby The Chat home page is referred to as the lobby. 
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The Chat Tool by Tab 

From the Build tab, you can add Chat links to folders, the Course Content 
home page, and learning modules. 

From both the Build and Teach tabs you can: 

� create and name rooms (combined chat and whiteboard rooms, chat 
rooms, or whiteboard rooms). 

 
� edit room settings to allow for private messages, allow members to 

use aliases, and limit the number of members in a room. 
 
� set availability of rooms by date using Selective Release. 

From the Teach tab, you can also: 

� moderate chats with Handraise mode, Mute, and Deny Access. 
 
� enable and view logged transcripts of room activities. 

 
 
Chat Room Creation 
 
� To create a chat or whiteboard room; 
 

1. Under Course Tools, click Chat. The Chat screen appears. 
 

2. Click Create Chat or Whiteboard Room. 
 

3. Enter the Title and Description and select whether to Show or Hide the 
room. 

 
4. Select the room type: Chat and Whiteboard, Chat only, or Whiteboard only. 

 
5. Enter the Maximum users that you wish to access the room at one time. 

 
6. Expand More Options. Select the settings and click Save. 
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Editing Room Properties 
 
� To edit the properties of a chat room: 
 

1. From the Chat screen, locate the chat room you want to edit and, from its 
ActionLinks menu, click Edit Properties. 

 
2. Edit the title and description and choose the room type. Use More Options 

to set user permissions and room logging and click Save. 
 
 
Viewing Chat Room Logs 
 
For rooms that have logging enabled, instructors can see a text file of chat room 
conversations. 
 
� To view a chat room log: 
 

1. From the Chat screen, locate 
the room for which you want 
to view a log and click its 
ActionLinks icon. 

 
2. Select View Log to display it. 

You may print or clear the log. 
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Facilitating Chatting 
 
Monitoring chat rooms ensures good flow of information. The following features 
facilitate chat sessions: 
 

Use… to: 

Chime Preferences play a sound, flash the screen, or both as an entry 
chime to notify members that another participant has 
entered the room. Helps maintain group awareness. 

Handraise Mode need students to “raise their hand.” You must call on 
them before they can contribute to the chat 
conversation. 

Pass the Microphone allow only the student who has “raised” their hand to 
“speak.” 

Mute bar a member from contributing to the conversation. 

Deny Access remove a member from a room. You can allow them 
to join later. 

Enable Private Messages enable members in the same room to exchange 
messages among themselves without others seeing 
the messages or being aware that they have been 
sent, 

Enable Logging record conversations in a text file that can be 
reviewed. 
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� Manage user participation: 
 

a) Select a name in the Participant List to highlight it. 
 

b) Click Pass Microphone/Pen, Mute, or Deny Access to perform the action 
for the selected person. 

 
� To send a private message, double-click a participant name, type a message, 

and Send. 
 

 Exercise: Chat 

1. Explore the different settings in Chat. 
 
2. Enter the Chatroom and try to start a conversation. 
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CREATE AND MANAGE CONTENT 
This module aims to teach you how to present content within learning modules. 
Learning modules allow you to structure content and activities in discrete units, in a 
defined sequence. You can include content files, and specific activities like individual 
assignments or discussion topics, within the learning module. 
 
You'll also discover how to create media collections, and associated entries which 
include definitions and related multimedia elements. You will also be able to link 
these entries to the terms found throughout your course. 
 
Lastly, you'll discover how File Manager provides additional options for managing 
the files you wish to incorporate into your WebCT course 
 
Subjects 
 

a) Building Learning Modules 
 
b) Customizing the Action Menu 

 
c) Creating Media Library Collections 

 
d) Managing Files with File Manager 

 

 Consequences of Learning 
 
After completing this module, you will be able to: 
 

a) create Learning Modules that incorporate both files and content items. 
 
b) customize the Action Menu of Learning Modules. 

 
c) create Media Library collections. 

 
d) create Media Library entries and add them to collections. 

 
e) link Media Library entries to content files. 

 
f) manage files using the File Manager. 

 
g) create and edit HTML files. 
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LEARNING MODULES 
A learning module is a collection of content items and files, arranged sequentially 
and organized via a Table of Contents. It includes built-in navigation links and 
optional interactive tools. Due to their linear nature, learning modules are sometimes 
compared to an online book or a chapter, depending on how much information is 
there. It's important to remember that learning modules can bring together many 
different types of learning items and present them as a single unit, 
 
You can include the following items in a learning module: 
 

a) assessments 
 
b) assignments 
 
c) chat and whiteboard 

rooms 
 
d) content files 
 
e) discussion categories 

and topics 
 
f) media library 

collections  

 
 

The Learning Module Tool by Tab 

From the Build tab, you can: 

� create and add content to learning modules. 

� edit learning modules. 

� customize the Action Menu. 

You cannot build or edit learning modules from the Teach tab. 
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Creating Learning Modules 
 
Form an organized environment for Students by building learning modules to 
organize and deliver content. You first create a learning module, access it, and then 
add content to it. 
 
� To establish a learning module: 
 

1. From the Build tab, under Course Tools, click Learning Modules. From the 
right frame, click Create Learning Module. The Create Learning Module 
screen appears. 

 
 

2. Enter the required title and 
optionally, a description. 

 
3. Next to Item Visibility, select 

whether to show or hide the 
item. 

 
4. Complete the Table of Contents section: 

 
a. From the Numbering drop-down list, select a numbering style for the 

table of contents. 
b. Under Display Table of Contents, select whether to display the table of 

contents in a separate pane on the left. 
c. Under First page of the Learning Module should be, select whether to 

display the table of contents as the first page of the learning module, 
 

5. Click Save or Save and Create Another. 
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Add Content to the Learning Module 
 

After creating the framework of the module, you access it, and add content 
items and files to the Table of Contents. 

 
� To add a content link: 
 

1. From the Learning Modules screen, click a learning module link to access 
it. 

 

2. Click Add Content Link. A menu appears. 

 

 
3. Pick the tool for the type of content you want to add. i.e., to add a quiz, 

select Assessments. The menu option expands. 
 

4. Select an item from the inventory and click Add Selected. The item is 
added to the end of the table of contents. 

 
Note: You can also create new content items and add them to the learning 
module. For example, from the Assessments expanded menu, click Create 
Assessment. 
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� Adding a file: 
 

1. From the learning module to which you want to add a file, click Add File. A 
drop- down menu appears. 

 

 
 

2. Choose one of the following: 
 

- To create a content file, select Create File. 
 

- To add an existing fife, select Browse for Files. You may select a file 
from: 

 
a) My Files - personal files you've already uploaded 
b) Class Files - files that already exist in the class 
c) My Computer - files that exist locally on your PC that you can 

browse for, upload, and select. 
 

 
 

 You can add many files or content items of the same type 

simultaneously. Hold the Ctrl key (Windows users) or the 
Command key (Mac users) while selecting the items. 
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Organization of Learning Modules 
 
Organize your table of contents by creating headings and grouping items under 
headings by indenting them. It is easy to re-arrange items in the table of contents. 
 
� Heading creation: 
 

1. Access the learning module you want to add content to and click Create 
Heading. 

 
2. Enter the title for the heading and click Save. The heading is added to the 

end of the table of contents. You then need to indent or outdent items and 
move them under this heading. 

 

 
� To indent or outdent headings: 
 

1. From the learning module that you're organizing, select the content items 
you want to indent or outdent. 

 
 

2. Pick the items you want to indent or outdent and do one of the following; 
 

� To decrease or increase the selected items by one level, click Indent 
or Outdent. The selected items are indented or outdented and 
renumbered accordingly. 

 
� To shift the selected items to the first level, click Outdent All. The 

selected items appear at the highest level and are renumbered 
accordingly. 
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� To change the order of items, you can: 
 

� From the learning module that you're organizing, select the heading or 
content item you want to move. 

 
� Select the items or heading you want to move and do one of the following: 

 
a) Mobilize the selected items anywhere except to the end of the learning 

module, locate the item above which you want to insert the item. 
Under Move, click Move Selected Items Above. 

 
b) To move the selected items to the end of the learning module, click 

Move Selected Items to Bottom of List. 
 

 
 

 To move content items under a new heading, select the items and 

move it to the bottom of the list. 
 

 Exercise: Learning Modules 

1. Create a learning module. 
 
2. Add contents into the learning module. 
 
3. Rearrange the content with indents. 
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Tailoring the Action Menu to your needs 
 
An Action Menu can be displayed within a learning module. It provides students with 
links to content and access to the following: Bookmarks, Create Printable View, and 
Notes. 
 
Two kinds of Action Menus: 
 

1) Learning Module Action Menu - the default action menu for all content 
items in a learning module. . 

 
2) Content Item Action Menu - a customized action menu for individual 

content items in a learning module. 
 
You can add tools and links to the Action Menu for the entire module or for specific 
items within the table of contents. 
 
Action Menus for Learning Modules 
 
You'll most likely want to have Action Menu links and tools available throughout 
learning modules. 
 
EXAMPLE A discussion topic called Unit Questions could be added to a learning 

module's Action Menu, This topic would be readily available to 
students as they progress through the learning module. 

 
Action Menus for Content Items 
 
You may at times want to add an item to the Action Menu just for a particular page or 
item in the Table of Contents. Tools and links added to the Item Action Menu only 
appear on the Action Menu for that particular item. 
 
You can also override the learning module-wide Action Menu settings for an 
individual item by editing that item's Action Menu. 
 
EXAMPLE A self test could be added to the Action Menu of a content file within a 

learning module. Students would only be able to access the self test 
from that page. 
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� To add a link to an Action Menu: 
 

1. - To edit a learning module's Action Menu, from the learning module 
screen, click Action Menu Settings. The Action Menu Settings screen 
appears. 

 
- To edit a content item's Action Menu, from the item's ActionLinks menu, 

select Edit Item Action Menu. 
 

2. Under Links, locate the link 
you want to add to the 
Action Menu, and under 
Actions, click Create Link 
to Item icon. 

 
3. Select the check box next 

to each item you want to 
add and click Add 
Selected. 

 
The Action Menu Settings 
screen appears. 

 
4. Click Done. The items are 

added to the Action Menu. 

 

 
Note: You can also create new items and add them to the Action Menu. 
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Adding Action Menu Tools to Learning Modules 
 
Add the following tools to Action Menus- 
 

1. Notes - students can enter notes pertaining to content files within the 
learning module. 

 
2. Create Printable Student View - students can compile and download the 

content of a learning module. 
 
3. Bookmarks - students can create links to important pages within learning 

modules. 
 
Unlike content items, Action Menu tools require no set-up. You can only turn them 
on or off. 
 
� To add Action Menu tools: 
 

1. From the Action Menu 
screen, under Action Menu 
Tools, select whether the 
tool is On or Off. 

 
2. Click Done. The Learning 

Module screen appears. 

 
 

 Exercise: Action Menus in Learning Modules 

1. Turn off Notes and Create Printable View. 
 
2. Add Chat and Discussion Topic to the Learning Module. 
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Goals Creation 
 
Setting course goals is crucial for managing the instructional design process and 
evaluating the success of a course. Course goals also help Students organize their 
time and effort. 
 
Use Goals to help students understand the learning objectives they are expected to 
attain for specific learning module or content item. You can create goals for the 
entire learning module and for particular items within the learning module. 
 
� To create goals: 
 

1. From the Edit Action Menu screen, under Links, click the Create Links to 
Item icon beside Goals. The Goals for Learning Module screen appears. 

 
2. In the text box, enter the 

goals for the learning module 
and click Save. The Action 
Menu Settings screen 
appears and the goals are 
added. 

 
3. Click Done. 

 From the main screen of the learning module, you can view and edit the goals. 

Develop your module as you review these goals to ensure that the content 
supports the desired learning outcomes. 

 
Resource Creation 
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With the References too), you can create items called resources. Resources can be 
added to the Action Menu of learning modules or content items. Resource types are 
articles, books, and URLs, 
 
� To create and add resources to the Action Menu: 
 

1. From the Action Menu screen, 
under Links, click Create 
Links to Item icon beside 
References. The Create Link 
to screen appears. 

 
 

 
 

 
2. Click Create Resource. 
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3. From the Create resource drop-down list, select the type of resource you 
want to create: Book, Article, or URL. 

 
4. Enter the resource Title and if desired, complete the optional text boxes. 

Click Save. 
 

 
 

5. Next to the resources you want to add, pick the check box and click Add 
Selected. 

 
6. Click Done. The Learning Module screen appears. 

 
 

 Exercise: Goals and Resources in Learning Modules 

1. Add a goal to the Learning Module. 
 
2. Add a resource to the Learning Module. 
 
3. Visualize the goal and resource in the Learning Module. 
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MEDIA LIBRARY 
With the Media Library tool, you can create a database of media files, including text, 
image, video, and audio files. Each media file added to the Media Library is called 
an entry. Related entries are grouped into collections. 
 
EXAMPLE : For a music: appreciation: class, you could create collections titled 

"The Baroque Period," "The: Classical Period," and "The Romantic 
Period." For each collection, you could create entries that include 
audio files which provide examples of the music of the period, image: 
files that contain pictures of important composers, and text entries that 
define important terms. 

 
You can also create links to entries from content files. Instances of the entry title 
within a content file are linked. Clicking the link opens the entry in a pop-up screen. 
 
EXAMPLE : An entry titled: "Tchaikovsky," which contains an image file of the 

composer Boris Tchaikovsky, can be automatically linked to each 
occurrence of the word "Tchaikovsky" in content files. 
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TERMS 

Entry A media or text file that has been added to the Media Library 
tool. An entry can be an image, a movie, a definition, etc. A 
single entry can be added to multiple collections.  

Collection A grouping of related entries. Collections can be added to 
learning modules and folders 

Glossary A default collection that is automatically added. The Glossary 
collection is used to create an alphabetical list of terms that 
pertain to course content. 

 
 

The Media Library Toot by Tab 

From the Build tab, you can: 

� create and edit collections. 

� add entries to collections. 

� create and manage links to entries. 

� delete collections. 

From the Teach tab, you can: 

� view Media Library collections and edit them. 

� edit descriptions. 

� view links. 

� delete collections. 
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Collections Creation 
 
Collections are used to group related entries in a media library collection. 
 

 It's easier to create collections first, then create individual entries and add 

the entries to the appropriate collection. 
 
� Collection creation: 
 

1. Under Course Tools, click 
Media Library. The Media 
Library screen appears. 

 
2. Click Create Collection. 

The Create Collection 
screen appears. 

 
3. In the text boxes, enter the 

Title, Description and Item 
Visibility, Optionally, enter 
Keywords for your 
collection. 

 
4. Click Save. The Media 

Library Collections screen 
appears and the collection is 
added. 
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Entries Creation 
 
� To create an entry: 
 

1. From the Media Library Collections screen, click View All Entries. The 
Media Library Entries screen appears. 

 
2. Click Create Entry. The Create Entry screen appears. 

 
3. In the text boxes, enter 

the Title, Description 
and optionally, 
Keywords. 

 
Note: Links are 
identified by the entry 
title. To create automatic 
links from files to this 
Media Library entry, the 
title must be an exact 
match of the word or 
phrase in the file. 

 
4. If you want to include a 

multimedia file in the 
entry, click Browse. 
Locate and select the 
file you want to use. 

 
5. Under Include in 

collections, select the 
collections in which you 
want to include the 
entry. 

 
6. To change the link instances, expand the More Options section and pick 

one of the options below: 
 

1. To create links to entries from files individually, select Manual. 
 

2. To create links from the first instance of the entry name in all files of 
the course, select, Automatic: first instance. 

 
3. To create links from ail instances of the entry name in all content files 

of the course, select Automatic: all instances. This is the default option. 
It means you can override the default when you create a new entry, or 
you can set a new default from the Managing Links screen. 
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7. Click Save. The Media Library Entries screen appears and the entry is 

added. 
 

 Exercise: Collections and Entries 

1. Create a collection "Internet Search". 
 
2. Add your favourite internet search website and enter their information. 
 
3. Use Student view to visualize the items in the collection. 
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Links Management 
 
You can change the default linking option and update links to entries in files. 
 
Editing-the Default Link Setting 
 
By default, entries are naturally linked to all instances of the entry title in content files. 
You can change the default link setting. 
 
� To edit the default linking option; 
 

1. From the Media Library or View All Entries screen, click Manage Linking. 
The Manage Linking screen appears. 

 

 

 
Under Default Linking Setting, select one of the three options: Manual, 
Automatic: first instance, or Automatic: all instances. 

 
Note: If you select Manual, links will not be automatically created. 

 
2. Click Set Default. The Media Library or View All Entries screen appears 

and the default is set. 
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Updating Links 
 
When you create a media library entry, you can create links to the entry from within 
files. Once the links are created, you must update the file links if you: 
 

a) change the title of an entry. 
 
b) change the default linking option. 
 
c) delete a linked entry. 

 
� Updating links: 
 

1. From the Media Library or View Ail Entries screen, click Manage Linking. 
 

2. Under Update Links, click Update Now. The Updated Media Library Links 
screen is shown. 

 
3. Click OK. The Updated Media Library Links screen appears. Click OK. 

 
Manual Links Creation 
 
You can add a manual link to selected occurrences of a term in HTML files to a 
Media Library entry of the same name. When the HTML file is viewed, the terms 
appear as links that can be clicked to display the Media Library entry in a separate 
window. 
 
Note All of the following must be true if you want to manually link occurrences of 

a term in a content file to a Media Library entry: 
 

* The entry you are linking to must already be created in Media Library., 
with the Manual linking option selected. 

 
* The title of the Media Library entry or term must be entered in the 

HTML file exactly as it appears in the Media Library entry. 
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� To add manual links to entries: 
 

1. Find the content file in which you want to link terms to Media Library entries 
and click its ActionLinks icon. The ActionLinks menu appears. 

 
 

2. Choose Manage Media Library Links. The Manage Media Library Links for 
File screen appears. 

 
 

3. Locate the term you want to link to and click its Edit icon. The Edit Media 
Library Links screen appears displaying all occurrences of the term in the 
HTML file. 

 
 

4. Pick each occurrence you want to link and click Link. Under Linked, the 
value for the selected occurrences is updated to Yes. 

 
5. Click Back. 
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 Exercise: Manage Media Library Links 

1. Set the default link to "Automatic: all instances". 
 
2. Click "Update Now". 
 
3. In a content file, type in the titles of the items. Observe the words automatically 

linked to the item in Media Library. 
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FILE MANAGER 
File Manager is the place where all your course files are stored. While you can 
create and edit files from other locations within your course, File Manager provides a 
central location to store, access, and manage files. You can use File Manager to: 
 

1. manage files, including sorting by file type, creating folders, copying or 
moving files to folders, and deleting files. 

 
2. Form HTML files, which you can later add to Course Content Home, folders, 

and learning modules. 
 
3. edit HTML files. 
 
4. upload files from your local computer, which you can later add to Course 

Content Home, folders, and learning modules. 
 

File Manager by Tab 

File Manager is accessible from My WebCT and from the Build tab. In File 
Manager, you can: 

1) manage files, including creating folders, copying or moving files, zipping 
files, and deleting files. 

2) create and edit HTML files. 

From both the Build and Teach tabs, you can use File Browser to get files from 
My Files, Class Files, or your local computer. 

TERMS 

My Files � you can create and store personal files. 

� each user has their own My Files area that is private and 
cannot be accessed by others. 

� you can access My Files from My WebCT and from any 
course in which you are enrolled. 

Class Files � where you can create, store, and manage files for your 
course 

� section designers and instructors enrolled in the course can 
access this area. 
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The File Manager Interface 

 
 
When you enter File Manager, the folders and files for your current course are 
displayed by default. For example, in the image above the Astronomy 214 Files area 
is selected. 
 

� Folders appear in the left frame. 

� Folders and files appear in the right frame, which contains 4 columns: 

1. Title, which indicates the name of the file or folder. 

2. Type, which indicates the file type. 

3. Last Modified, which provides the date and time that the file or folder 
was last modified. 

4. Size, which provides the file size. 

 
File Manager Navigation 
 
� To view personal folders and files, click My Files. 
 
� To view the contents of a folder in the right frame, click Expand icon. The folder 

opens, showing the contents. 
 
� To view the contents of a folder in the left-hand frame, click the linked folder 

name. The folder opens, showing the contents. 
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Files Management 
 
You can perform a variety of file management functions, such as: 
 

a) Getting files 
 
b) Sorting files 
 
c) Create folders 
 
d) Copying and moving files 
 
e) Deleting files and folders 
 
f) Renaming files 
 
g) Extracting zipped files 

 
Getting Files 
 
Use the Get Files feature to: 
 

a) copy files from My Files and Class Files 
 
b) upload files from your local computer 
 

� To retrieve files: 
 

1. Navigate to the folder where you want to place the file that you are getting. 
 

2. Click Get Files. The Content Browser appears. 

 
 

3. Pick the file(s) you want to get. If you have picked files that reside in either 
Repository or Template Manager, a new Content Browser pop-up window 
appears. Select whether you want to Subscribe or Copy the file. 

 
4. Click OK. The file or file subscription is duplicated. 
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About File Subscriptions 
 
Files based outside your course in a sharable location, such as Repository or 
Template Manager, can be added to your course either by copying the files or by 
creating file subscriptions. 
 
Different to file copies, file subscriptions maintain continuity between copies of a file 
by allowing changes to the original file to be automatically reflected in the file in your 
course. 
 
Whenever you use the Content Browser to get a file that is stored in a sharable 
location, you must indicate whether you want to subscribe to the file or copy the file. 
 
Subscribing to the file creates a file subscription which is stored in your course's File 
Manager All file subscriptions display the Subscribed to a remote file icon next to 
the ActionLinks icon. 
 
EXAMPLE A file exists in Repository that you want to use in multiple courses. 

From within each course, you create a file subscription to the file. Now, 
when the file in Repository is updated, the changes will be reflected in 
the file copies in each course. 

 
In File Manager, some actions that are available on files are not available on file 
subscriptions; you cannot edit, rename, copy, download, or zip file subscriptions. 
However, you can perform the following tasks: 
 

a) create file subscriptions 
 
b) preview file subscriptions 
 
c) view file subscription information 
 
d) move file subscriptions 
 
e) delete file subscriptions 

 
You can also cancel file subscriptions. This replaces the file subscription with a file 
copy meaning that changes to the original file will not be reflected in your course. 
This gives you ownership of the copied file and all file options are available to you. 
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Sorting by File 
 
By default, File Manager displays all folders and files. You can filter by file type 
within a folder. For example, you can choose to display only HTML files. 
 
� To sort by file type, from the Filter content drop-down list, select the type of 

content you want to display and click the Go icon. Only content of the specified 
type is listed. 

 
Creating Folders 
 
You can create folders to organize content: 
 
� To create a folder: 
 

1. Click Create Folder. A pop-up screen appears. 
 

2. Enter a Title for the folder and click OK. 
 
Using the ActionLinks Menu to Manage Files 
 
You can use ActionLinks menus to perform the following file management functions: 
 

a) Extract zipped files 
 
b) Rename 
 
c) Preview 
 
d) Copy and Move 
 
e) Download 
 
f) Delete 
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� To rename a file: 
 

1. Find the file and, from its ActionLinks menu, click Rename. The Rename 
pop- up screen appears. 

 
2. Enter a new file name and click OK. 

 
� To preview a file, locate the file and, from its ActionLinks menu, click Preview. A 

new screen appears, with a preview of the file. 
 
� To copy or move a file to a different folder 
 

1. Find the file and, from its ActionLinks menu, click Copy or Move. The 
Content Browser appears. 

 

 
 

2. Select the location to move or copy the file and click OK. The file is moved 
or copied. 

 
� You can download a file to your PC by; locating the file and, from its ActionLinks 

menu, click Download. The File Download pop-up screen appears or clicking 
Save and select the location where you want to save the file. 

 

 Exercise: Managing Files 

1. Create a folder and name it as "Course Files". 
 
2. Upload some files into the folder. 
 
3. Zip the files in the folder. 
 
4. Download the zip file to your computer. 
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THE GRADE BOOK 
In this module, you'll not only be able to work with the Grade Book, but will also 
learn to navigate the Grade Book screen and tailor it to your needs. After setting up 
the Grade Book, you will learn how to view, enter, change, and manage grades. 
 
Find out also how to manage students with the Grade Book, including enrolling 
students, sending mail, and granting or denying access to the course. You will also 
learn to access audit trails and individual performance reports. 
 
Subjects: 
 

a) The Grade Book Interface 
 
b) Setting Up the Grade Book 
 
c) Managing Members 
 
d) Managing Grades 

 

 Consequences of Learning 
 
Following completion of this module, you will be able to: 
 

a) explain the views in the Grade Book. 
 
b) create columns for storing or calculating data. 
 
c) modify column settings. 
 
d) alter the Grade Book interface to suit your preferences. 
 
e) add, remove, deny, and grant access to students and auditors to your 

section. 
 
f) use the PeopleLinks feature to work with an individual member. 
 
g) make grades available. 
 
h) enter or override grades and view audit history. 
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LAYOUT OF THE GRADE BOOK 
Similar to a spreadsheet, the Grade Book contains a grid of rows and columns: each 
row contains member data and each column contains a type of data. 
 
Each column in the grade book can only contain a certain type of data, such as 
numbers or letter grades. Some columns appear by default and additional columns 
that contain member data or grades can be added. 
 
Each row represents a member. By default, members are listed in alphabetical order 
by Last Name. You can also sort by other columns. 
 
Each column contains a type of data. Some columns, such as Last Name and First 
Name, appear by default and cannot be deleted. Other columns are added by you or 
are created automatically when you create a grade-related item, such as a quiz or 
an assignment. 
 

 

 
 

The Grade Book by Tab 

The Grade Book is only available from the Teach tab. 
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The Grade Book Tabs 
 
The Grade Book contains five tabs: 
 

 
 
Each tab has different groups of data columns and provides a different view of 
information about members, including designers, instructors, teaching assistants, 
students, and auditors. 
 

This Grade Book 
tab... 

displays: 

Grades the default columns (Last Name, First Name, and User ID) and 
any grade-related columns. This tab is used to view, enter, or 
override grade-related information. 

Members all default columns (except quiz and assignment columns), and 
any non grade-related columns. This view holds any descriptive 
information you want to store about students and auditors. 

View All all columns, grade-related or not. 

Custom View all columns initially. You delete and reorder columns to create 
your own view of member information. 

SCORM Grades columns that are automatically added for gradable SCORM 
modules. This tab may not be available, depending on whether 
you have a SCORM module imported. 
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SETTING UP THE GRADE BOOK 
You will most likely want to customize the Grade Book to suit your needs. 
 

1) create columns to calculate or average grades, generate a letter grade 
based on a numeric score, keep notes, and record any other data. 

 
2) edit columns, including creating or changing formulas for calculated 

columns, creating or editing selection options for selection list columns, and 
editing numeric ranges for letter grade columns. 

 
3) modify column settings to control column attributes such as alignment, 

number of decimals, and whether the column is released to students. 
 
4) modify how some elements of the Grade Book are displayed and the order 

and visibility of columns. 
 
Default Columns 
 
The following columns appear in the Grade Book tool by default, and cannot be 
deleted. 
 

a) Last Name, First Name, User Name, and Role: These columns contain 
members' information taken from their enrolment record. 

 
b) Midterm and Final: These columns are used to generate students' midterm 

and final grades. Only values from these columns can be exported to 
Student Information Systems (SIS). By default, these columns have a 
column type of calculated, but can be edited. 

 
c) Assessments: When a quiz or survey is created, a corresponding column 

is automatically created in Grade Book. When a quiz is graded, the grade 
is naturally added to the column. When a survey is taken, its corresponding 
column indicates whether the survey was taken. 

 
d) Discussion: When a gradable discussion topic is created, a corresponding 

column is automatically created. When the discussion is graded, the grade 
is automatically added to the column. 

 
e) Assignments: When a gradable assignment is created, a corresponding 

column is automatically created. When the assignment is graded, the grade 
is automatically added to the column. 

 
f) SCORM: When a SCORM module is imported, a corresponding column is 

automatically created. SCORM columns are only available from the 
SCORM sub- tab. 
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Types of Columns 
 
You can also create new columns. The following column types are available in the 
Grade Book. 
 
Column Type Description Example 

Alphanumeric enter a short string of text or 
numbers 

an "E-mail Address" 
column to hold external 
e-mail addresses. 

Calculated displays the numeric result of a 
formula that you create for that 
column. The formula can 
reference any other columns that 
contain numeric information: 
numeric columns, other 
calculated columns, and quiz or 
assignment columns. 

a column that uses a 
formula that averages 
students' grades for the 
assignments, quizzes, and 
midterm for the first half of 
the semester to generate 
students' interim grades 

Letter grade generates a letter grade based on 
the values of a numeric or 
calculated column. Edit the 
numeric ranges that determine 
which letter grade is assigned. 

a column that converts the 
numeric grades for the 
midterm and final to letter 
grades 

Numeric allows you to enter numeric 
values only 

a column for recording 
grades for participation in 
assignments or 
assessments outside of 
WebCT 

Selection list allows you to select from a 
drop-down (selection) list of one 
or more values to describe or 
grade students 

a column titled, "Class," 
that contains the words, 
"Freshman," 
"Sophomore," "Junior "and 
"Senior" 

Text allows you to enter an extended 
amount of words, phrases, or 
paragraphs 
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Columns Creation 
 
When you create a column, specifying that the column is grade-related will 
automatically add that column to the Grades tab. The tab will also appear on the 
View all and Custom View tabs. 
 
Alphanumeric, Selection List, and Text Columns 
 
The settings for alphanumeric, selection list, and text columns are the same. 
 
� To create an alphanumeric, selection list, or text column: 
 

1. From the Teach tab, under Instructor Tools, click Grade Book. The Grade 
Book screen appears. 

 
2. Click Create Column, and from the ActionLinks menu, click one of: 

Alphanumeric. Selection List. or Text. The Column screen appears. 
 

3. Enter the Column 
label and, from the 
drop- down list, select 
the Alignment. 

 
4. Choose whether the 

column is Grade- 
related and, whether 
you want the column 
Released to Students. 

 
5. Click Save. The 

column is added to 
the Grade Book. 
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Calculated and Numeric Columns 
 
The Column Settings for Calculated and Numeric columns are the same. 
 
� To create a Calculated or Numeric column: 
 

1. From the Grade Book screen, click Create Column, and from the 
ActionLinks menu, click Calculated or Numeric column. The Calculated or 
Numeric Column screen appears. 

 

 

 
2. Enter the Column Settings and click Save. The column is added to the 

Grade Book. 
 
Letter Grade Columns 
 
� To create a Letter Grade column: 
 

1. From the Grade Book screen, click Create Column, and from the 
ActionLinks menu, click Letter Grade column. 

 
2. Enter the Column Settings and, from the drop-down list, select the numeric 

or calculated column on which you want to base the letter grade column. 
 

3. Click Save. The column is added to the Grade Book. 
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Editing Columns 
 
You must edit selection list columns and calculated columns before using them. You 
can edit letter grade columns if you want to change the numeric range associated 
with each letter grade. 
 
Note: Numeric, alphanumeric, and text columns can be added to the Grade Book 
and used without further set up. 
 
Editing Selection List Terms 
 
For selection list columns, you must specify the words or phrases to appear in the 
selection list. Ensure you have a selection list column before you start this exercise. 
 
� To edit selection list terms: 
 

1. Locate the letter grade column you want to edit and from the column's View 
Options for This Column menu, click Edit Column Select List. 

 

The Edit Selection List screen appears. 
 

2. Under Item, enter the first term you want to appear in the drop-down list 
and click Add Item. The screen updates and an additional text box 
appears. 
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3. Enter the remaining terms and click Save. The Column Settings screen is 

shown. 
 
Editing Calculated Column Formulas 
 
Once you've created a calculated column, you must edit its formula. 
 
� To edit a calculated column formula: 
 

1. Locate the calculated column formula you want to edit and select Edit 
Column Formula from the column's View Options for This Column menu- 

 

The Edit Column Formula screen appears. 
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2. Enter the formula using a combination of onscreen functions by using the 
numeric keypad, list of columns, and function buttons. 

 
Note: You cannot edit the Formula text box by typing in it. 
 
Guidelines are as follows: 

 
- To enter numbers and arithmetic operators in the formula box, use the 

mouse to select numbers and symbols and operators on the numeric 
keypad. 

 
- To clear the last value entered in the Formula text box, click Undo on the 

Edit Formula screen. 
 

- To clear all values from the Formula text box, click Clear All. 
 

- MAX (maximum), MIN (minimum), AVG (average) and SUM refer to a 
function performed on a list. For example, if you wanted to take the highest 
score from three quizzes to be used in the calculation of a final grade, you 
would pick a function - in this case MAX - enter values, and then end the 
function. 

 
Example: AVG{[Midterm] + [Project]} 

 
3. Scroll to the bottom of the screen and click Save when you're done. The 

Edit Column Settings screen appears. 
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Editing Letter Grade Schemes 
 
For letter grade columns, you can amend the range of numeric grades that each 
letter grade represents. 
 
� To edit a letter grade scheme: 
 

1. Locate the letter grade column you want to edit and select Edit Column 
Letter Grade Scheme from its View Options for This Column menu. 

 
 

2. In the Grade and Range text boxes, enter the letter grade and its range. 
 

 

 
3. Click Save or Save and Set as Default. If you click Save and Set as 

Default, new letter grade columns will automatically use the same grade 
scheme. 
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 Exercise: Gradebook columns 

1. Create a numeric column "Homework 1".  Select "Grade-related column" and 
release to student. 

 
2. Create a letter grade column "Final Grade".  Set it to relate to the Final column 

with 90-100 = A, 80-89 = B and so on, and below 50 = F. 
 
3. Create an alphanumeric column "Student ID".  Set it to be non grade-related. 
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Column Settings Modification 
 
Column Settings determine how information is presented in the columns. Column 
Settings allow you to adjust attributes such as alignment, number of decimals, and 
whether the column is released for students to view. 
 
Column Settings enable you to: 

 
1) change the column label unless it is a default column, automatically 

created by a tool, or already contains data, for example, if an assignment 
was already submitted by a student. 

 
2) change the column type. 
 
3) indicate the alignment of the column - left, cantered, or right. 
 
4) release grades to students. 
 
5) indicate whether the column is a graded column. 
 
6) specify the number of decimals that should be displayed in the column. 
 
7) edit the maximum value of the column. 

 
Note: Depending on the column type, you may not be able to change specific 
settings. 
 
� To modify column settings: 
 

1. From the Grade Book screen, click Grade Book Options and click 
Column Settings. 

 

The Column Settings screen appears. 
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2. To change a column label, click a linked label. 
 

3. To change the Type, Alignment, Decimals, or Maximum Value, click the 
linked value. A pop-up screen appears, allowing you to enter a new value. 

 
4. If you want to change the Released to Students and Grade Column 

settings, click the Yes/No toggle, 
 

5. If you want to edit multiple columns at one time, in the first row, select the 
check boxes that correspond to the columns you want to edit. Then select 
the desired alignment, decimal, or grade option from the drop-down lists at 
the bottom of the screen. 
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Modifying the Grade Book Screen 
 
You can rework the appearance of the information in Grade Book to suit your 
preferences by: 
 

� freeze and unfreeze columns. 
� reorder all of the columns, except Last Name and First Name. 
� sort columns. 
� hide or show columns, except Last Name and First Name. 
 

Freezing/Unfreezing Columns 
 
Freezing columns means maintaining the Last Name and First Name columns fixed 
on the screen while you scroll horizontally. It allows you to see the user names that 
correspond to the column data when viewing a Grade Book tab with numerous 
columns. You can unfreeze columns if this isn't necessary. 
 
� To freeze/unfreeze a column: 
 

1. From the Grade Book screen, click Grade Book Options. A pop-up menu 
appears. 

 
2. Click Unfreeze Columns or Freeze Columns. The command will be 

Unfreeze Columns if they are currently frozen and Freeze Columns if they 
are currently unfrozen. 

 
Columns Reordering 
 
You can determine the left-to-right order to display columns. The order of columns is 
set per Grade Book tab. By default, the Last Name, First Name, User ID, and Role 
columns appear first. Columns you create appear from left to right, in the order that 
they were created. 
 
� To reorder columns: 
 

1. Locate the tab that contains the columns that you want to reorder and click 
Reorder Columns. 

 
 

2. The Reorder Columns screen appears with a list of columns displayed. The 
top column in the list is the leftmost column in the tab view. 
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3. Next to each column you want to move, select the check box. 
 

4. Do one of the following: 
 

a) Shift the selected columns by clicking the appropriate Insert Selected 
Columns Above icon. 

 
b) Insert selected items at the bottom of the list by clicking the last icon in 

the Move column. These items will appear farthest right in the Grade 
Book tab view. 

 
5. Click Save. The tab you started on appears, with your changes. 

 
Columns Sorting 
 
You can sort columns in the reverse order in which they are currently sorted. For 
example, by default, the Last Name column is sorted alphabetically. To sort in 
reverse alphabetic order, sort that column. 
 
� To sort a column, locate the column you want to sort and from the View Options 

for This Column menu, click Sort Column. 
 
Hiding/Showing Columns 
 
You can determine which data columns display in each tab. You cannot hide the 
Last Name and First Name columns. 
 
� To hide one column at a time, locate the column you want to hide, and from the 

View Options for This Column menu, click Hide Column. 
 
� To hide multiple columns: 
 

1. Locate the columns that you want to hide. 
 

2. Click Reorder Columns and do one of the following: 
 

� To hide selected columns, select the columns and click Hide. 
 
� To hide all columns, in the table heading row, select the check box and 

click Hide. 
 

3. Click Save. The tab that you started on appears, and the columns are 
hidden. 
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� To show columns: 
 

1. Locate the columns that you want to show. 

2. Click Reorder Columns. 

3. Do one of the following: 

� To show selected columns, select the columns and click Show. 

� To show all columns, in the table heading row, select the check box 

and click Show. 

� To show individual columns, click the Yes/No toggle in the Visible 

column. 

4. Click Save. The tab that you started on appears, displaying your changes. 
 

 
 Exercise: Changing the Column Settings 

 

1. Change the decimals of Midterm to 1 place. 
 
2. Move the Final column to the last column. 
 
3. Hide the Role and User ID columns. 
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MEMBERS MANAGEMENT 
You will use the Grade Book tool to enrol and manage students and other people 
throughout the semester. Some operations can be performed on multiple members 
at one time. 
 

For individual members: For multiple members: 

� enrol them. 
 
� unenrol to prevent them from 

accessing the course. You can 
still view performance reports 
for unenroled students. 

 
� grant and deny access to the 

course. 
 
� edit member information and 

grades. 
 
� send mail messages. 
 
� view Performance Reports. 
 
� view audit history. 

� unenrol to prevent them from 
accessing the course. You can 
still view performance reports 
for unenroled students. 

 
� grant and deny access to the 

course. 
 
� send mail messages. 
 
� export their data to a 

spreadsheet, 

 
Members Enrolment 
 
The Grade Book enables you to add students and auditors to your course. You must 
know a member's user name and they must already exist in the institution's 
database of users. If the members do not exist in the institution database, contact 
your administrator, 
 
� To enrol, you need to: 
 

1. From the Grade Book screen, click Enroll Members, The Enrol Members 
into this Course screen appears. 

 
2. Enter the exact user name. 

 
3. Select Student or Auditor and click Enroll. The screen updates, showing 

the member you want to enrol. 
 

4. Click Save. The member is now enrolled into your course. 
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Individual Members Management 
 
You can also manage individual members. 
 
� This is how you manage an individual member: 
 

1. From any of the Grade Book tabs, click the View Options for this Member 
icon. You will see a pop-up menu. 

 

 
 

2. Pick one of these options: 
 

1. Edit column values (e.g. grades and other data), allow or prevent 
access to the course, or view audit history, click Edit Member. 

 
2. Send mail, click Send Mail. The Create Message screen appears, with 

the To text box filled in with the member's user name. 
 
3. Display a summary of the student's participation and activity in the 

course, click View Performance Report. 
 
4. Deny a member access, click Deny Access. A red x mark pops up 

beside the member's last name. When the member clicks the course 
name from My WebCT, they will see a message saying access denied. 

 
Note: Denying access does not unenrol the user. 

 
5. To unenrol a member, click Unenroll Member. 
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Managing Many Members 
 
� To manage many members: 
 

1. From the Grade Book screen, select the members you want to manage. 
You can select all displayed members by selecting the check box in the 
table heading row. 

 
2. Select one of these: 
 

1. send mail, click Send Mail. The Create message screen appears with 
the To text box filled in with the member's user name. 

 
2. export member data to a spreadsheet, click Export to Spreadsheet. 
 
3. grant selected members access, click Grant Access. 
 
4. deny selected members access, click Deny Access, 
 
5. unenrol selected members from the Grade Book, click Unenroll. 

 
Members Search 
 
You can search for a set of members to perform common operations on them at one 
time. Search criteria you can use: 
 

� one or more of the columns in the Grade Book tool 
 
� role type (e.g. students, teaching assistants, auditors) 
 
� group membership 
 
� any combination of the above 

 
EXAMPLE You can search for students who scored below 75% on a quiz and 

send them an e-mail message with suggestions for improvement. 
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� Members search: 
 

1. From the Grade Book screen, click Grade Book Options and click Find 
Members from the pop-up menu that appears. The Find Members screen 
appears. 

 

 

 
2. Column search: 

a. From the Column drop-down list, select the column that you want to 
search. Note: Leave the Condition: Contains. 

b. Enter a value in Value and click Add Criteria. Values are not 
case-sensitive. 

 
3. Role search, select the Role check box and select the role. Note: Leave 

contain selected. 
 

4. For group search, select the Groups check box and select the group. Note: 
Leave contain selected. 

 
5. Click Run Query. The tab where you started your search appears, 

displaying members that meet your criteria. 
 

 You can also see that a search does not contain a value you specify. For 

example, you can specify to search by roles and to exclude Teaching 
Assistants from your search. 
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� To return to displaying all members, from the Grade Book screen, click Grade 
Book Options and click Show All Members from the pop-up screen that 
appears. All members appear. 

 
 

 Exercise: Managing Members 

1. Add student ID to the demo student. 
 
2. Dis-allow all students to access the course. 
 
3. View the performance report of the demo student. 
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GRADES MANAGEMENT 
You can perform various grade management tasks from the Grades tab, including 
 

i) entering or overriding grades 
ii) releasing grades 
iii) viewing column statistics 
iv) viewing audit history. 

 
Entering and Overriding Grades 
 
You can enter grades directly into columns that are not automatically filled in by the 
tool. i.e., you can enter grades into columns that record grades for overall 
participation. 
 
You can also override grades for columns that contain data that has been 
automatically filled in (e.g., quiz, assignment, or gradable discussion) or calculated 
(e.g., letter grades, calculated grades). 
 
To give you an example, you might want to override data for a quiz if you've 
determined that the quiz was too difficult. When you override a grade, a caret 
symbol (A) is added to the cell to indicate that the data has been overridden. 
 

 You can also edit grades for individual students by selecting Edit Member from 

the View PeopleLinks Options for this User menu. 
 
� To enter or override a grade for a single student: 
 

1. Locate the student and the corresponding grade. 

 
The Edit Value screen appears. 

 
2. Beside Change To, enter or edit the value. 
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3. If you want, under Comment, enter a comment to appear in the Audit 

History. 
 

4. Click Save. The new grade appears in the Grade Book screen. 
 

� To enter or override grades for multiple students: 
 

1. Locate the column and from its View Options for This Column menu, click 
Edit Values. The Edit Column screen appears. 

 
2. For each student, enter the grade and if you want, a comment to appear in 

the Audit History. 
 

3. Click Save. 
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Releasing Grades 
 
If the My Grades tool has been added to the Course Menu, students can access 
their own grades. By releasing the associated columns in Grade Book, you 
determine which grades students can see. You can only release grade-related 
columns. 
 
� To release grades: 
 

1. From the Grade Book screen, click Grade Book Options and, from the 
pop-up menu that appears, click Column Settings. The Column Settings 
screen appears. 

 
2. Do one of these things: 

 
a) To release a single column, click the No link under Released to 

Students to change it to Yes. 
 

b) To release several columns, select the columns' header check boxes 
and click Release. 

 
Viewing Column Statistics 
 
You can view the following statistics for calculated, numeric, and alphanumeric 
columns from the Grades, View All, or Custom View tabs: 
 

� count - the total number of values in the column 
� average - the average value of all values in the column . * median -the 

middle value in a distribution of column values 
� maximum - the maximum column value 
� minimum - the minimum column value 
� standard deviation - the measure of the variation in a distribution of column 

values 
 
� To view column statistics: 
 

1. Locate the column that you want to view statistics for. From its View 
Options for This Column menu, click Column Statistics. The Column 
Statistics screen appears displaying all available statistics. 

 
2. Click OK. 
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Viewing Audit History 
 
You can access a history of all changes to grades. The Audit History displays the 
date and time of change and indicates which user made the change. 
 
� To view the audit history for a single student: 
 

1. Locate the student and from the View Options for This Column menu, click 
Edit Member. The Edit Member screen appears. 

 
2. Next to the student's name, click Audit History. The Grade Audit History 

pop-up screen appears, displaying all changes made to all columns for this 
student. 

 

 
 

3. Click Done. 
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 Exercise: Managing Grades 

1. Change the demo student's student ID. 
 
2. Change the midterm mark of the demo student. Enter a reason in the 

"comment" box (note: if there is no previous value in the mark, you cannot enter 
any comment). 

 
3. View the audit history of midterm grade of the demo student. 
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PLANNING AND MANAGING GROUPS 

AND ASSIGNMENTS 
In this module, you'll use Group Manager to easily create and manage class groups, 
and also set up private group discussion boards and chat rooms. In addition, you will 
also learn to create group sign-up sheets that allow students to select which groups 
they would like to join. 
 
With the Assignments tool, you'll create individual assignments, group assignments, 
or custom assignments with different instructions for each individual or group 
receiving the assignment. You'll also learn to use the Assignment Manager to 
manage, review, grade, and publish submitted assignments. 
 
Subjects 
 

1. Group Manager: 
 

a) Creating random and manual groups 
 

b) Creating group sign-up sheets 
 
c) Creating group activities 

 
2. Assignments 

 
a) Creating and Editing Assignments 

 
b) Grading and Publishing Assignments 

 
c) Reviewing Assignments Offline 

 

 Consequences of Learning 
 
On completing this module, you will be able to: a) create groups or sign-up sheets to 
allow students to add themselves to groups; b) create group activities such as 
discussion topics and chat rooms; c) create, edit, and assign assignments to 
individuals or groups; d) use Assignment Dropbox to grade and publish 
assignments; and e) compile assignments to review outside of WebCT. 
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GROUP MANAGER 
Group work improves critical thinking and problem-solving skills through discussion, 
clarification, and evaluation of others' ideas, according to research. The Group 
Manager tool allows you to create and edit groups to enable students to work on 
projects collaboratively or cooperatively. 
 
With the Group Manager tool, you can: 
 

a) create groups where students are chosen or randomly assigned. 
 
b) create groups with sign-up sheets that allow students to sign up for groups 

or projects. 
 
c) send mail messages to all members of one or more groups. 
 
d) create discussion topics and chat rooms for groups to facilitate group 

communication. 
 
Once groups are created, with the Assignments tool, you can: 
 

a) create assignments that are assigned to groups, allowing students to work 
collaboratively or cooperatively. 

 
b) create assignments that are assigned to individual students, but provide 

different instructions to groups of students. 
 

 
 

The Group Manager Tool by Tab 

The Group Manager tool is only available from the Teach tab. 
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Group Types 
 
Group Manager allows you to create groups and assign members to them in several 
ways. Choose the group type and a method based on your needs. 
 

If you want to ... select this group type: 

� form a single group 

� individually choose group members 

� form unique group names 

custom 

� create multiple groups 

� individually choose group members 
or assign members randomly 

multiple 

� form single or multiple groups 

� allow students to assign themselves 

sign-up sheet 

 
Creation of Custom Groups 
 
Create custom groups to specify your own group names and control members 
assigned to the groups. When you create a custom group, you can add members 
when you create it, or you can add members later. 
 
� For a single custom group, you need to: 
 

� From the Teach Tab, under Instructor Tools, click Group Manager. The 
Group Manager screen appears. 

 
Click Create Groups. The Create Groups screen appears. 
 
Select Create Custom Group and click Continue. The Create Custom Group screen 
appears. 
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In the Settings section, enter the Group name. You can also enter a Group 
description if you'd like. 
 

 
 
If you want to add students to 
the group, click Add Members 
Add Members. The Add 
Members screen. 
 
Select the check box next to 
the members you want to add 
and click Add Selected. 
 
Click Save. 
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Multiple Groups Creation 
 
When you create multiple groups, you can either form empty groups and select 
members later, or you can create groups with randomly assigned students. 
 
� To create multiple groups and assign members later: 
 

1. From the Group Manager screen, click Create Groups. The Create Groups 
screen appears. 

 
2. Select Create multiple groups and click Continue. The Create Multiple 

Groups screen appears. 
 

3. Under Group Information, enter the word or phrase that all group names 
will start with. Optionally, add a default description for the groups. 

 

 
 

4. Under How Should the Groups Be Created, select Create empty groups, 
and add members later. 

 
5. Enter the number of groups you want to add. Ignore the remaining options 

in this area and click Continue. 
 

6. Click Save. 
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� To create multiple groups with randomly selected students: 
 

1. Follow steps 1 through 3 above. 
 

2. Under How Should the Groups Be Created, select Create full groups, and 
randomly distribute Students. 

 
3. Specify: 

 
- whether to include the demo student in a group. 
 
- the number of groups or the number of students per group. 
 
- what to do with extra members that do not fit into the randomly 

generated groups. 
 

 

 
 

4. Click Continue. The Confirm Created Groups screen appears. 
 

5. If you want to change the students assigned to the groups, click Shuffle 
Members. 

 
6. Click Save. The new groups are created. 
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Creating Sign-Up Sheets 
 
Sign-up sheets allow students to add themselves into groups. But, you still control 
the maximum size of the group and whether students can see others in their group. 
 
� To create a sign-up sheet: 
 

1. From the Group Manager screen, click Create Groups. The Create Groups 
screen appears. 

 
2. Select Create Groups with Sign-Up Sheets and click Continue. The Create 

Groups with Sign-Up Sheets screen appears. 

 
 

3. Under Group Settings, enter: 
 

- the number of groups to create. 
 

- the base name for the group. 
 

- a description of the group (optional). 
 

- the maximum number of students per group. 
 

4. Choose whether to allow students to view group members' names before 
signing up. 

 
5. Under Sign-up Sheet Settings, enter the sign-up sheet title and any 

instructions for students. 
 

6. From the Place the sign-up sheet link on drop-down list, select the folder 
where you want to add the sign-up sheet and click Continue. 

 
7. Click Save. 
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 Exercise: Groups and Sign-Up Sheets 

1. Create several groups in your course.  Use "Create multiple groups" and 
assign randomly students into the groups. 

 
2. Create 2 additional groups using "sign-up sheets". Do not allow students who 

have not joined a group to see the list of names in a group. 
 
3. Manually rearrange several students into different groups. 
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Group Mail 
 
You can quickly send a mail message to one or more groups once the groups have 
been set up. You can also send a message to all members from the Group Manager 
tool. 
 
� This is what you do: 
 

� From the Group Manager screen, select the groups you want to send a 
message to and click Send Mail. The Create Message pop-up screen 
appears and the group members appear in the To field. 

 

 

 
Enter the Subject and Message and click Add Attachments to add any files you 
want to include with the message. 
 
Click Send. The message is sent to the group members. 
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Group Activities Creation 
 
With the Group Manager tool, you can create the following activities: 
 

a) Group discussion topics 
 
b) Group chat and whiteboard rooms 

 
� To create a group activity: 
 

� From the Group Manager screen, select the groups. 
 
From the Create Group Activity drop-down list, select either Discussion topic or 
Chat/whiteboard room and click the Go icon. You will see the Create Discussion 
Topic or Create Chat and Whiteboard Room screen. 

 
 
Create the discussion topic or chat/whiteboard room and click Save. The Group 
Manager screen appears along with a message confirming that the group activity 
has been formed. 
 
Note: For chat and whiteboard rooms, if you have selected multiple groups, you can 
select whether you want to create a single room for all of the groups or separate 
rooms for each group. 
 

 Exercise: Sending Group Mail and Create Group Activities 

1. Send a mail to all the sign-up sheets groups. 
 
2. Create a chat room to one of the groups. 
 
3. Create a discussion to the other group. 
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ASSIGNMENTS 
 
The Assignments tool lets you create and manage group or individual assignments 
efficiently. You are able to: 
 

a) create two types of assignments: text-with-attachments and web site. 
 
b) specify an assignment is gradable to automatically create a corresponding 

column the Grade Book. 
 
c) publish student submissions to the entire class, giving with the opportunity 

for peer review. You can also allow students to publish their own work. 
 
d) allow students to take back and edit submissions. 
 
e) attach documents to assignments. Students can also attach documents to 

their submissions, which can be reviewed and "handed back" electronically. 
 

 The Student Presentations and Student Home Pages tools in CE 4 

have been incorporated into the Assignments tool. 
 
 

The Assignments Tool by Tab 

From the Build tab, you can create assignments. 

From both the Build and Teach tabs, you can: 
 
� edit assignments and their properties. 
 
� assign assignments to existing section members and groups. 
 

From the Teach tab, you can grade and publish assignments and create printable 
views. 
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Assignment Types 
 
You can create two different types of assignments. 
 
Text-with-attachments: Students submit responses by entering text directly into a 
text box that appears beneath the assignment question or requirements. The HTML 
Creator can be easily used to format their responses in HTML. Students also have 
the option of uploading and attaching files. 
 
EG For an English Literature course in which you want students to submit 

an essay on a novel covered in class, you can, create a text-with- 
attachments assignment. In the instructions, you can inform students 
of the length of the essay: and any other requirements. Students 
would then upload their essays and attach them to their submissions. 

 
Web site: Students submit a web site by uploading a zipped collection of HTML files. 
They are prompted by the Assignments tool to indicate which page is to be used as 
the index or starting page. 
 
EG For a Web Design course, you could create a web site assignment 

called "Learning HTML." In the instructions, you could outline the 
requirements of the assignment, such as the HTML tags you want 
students to use, and provide an attached HTML file as an example. 
Students would then upload a zipped collection of their HTML files 
and attach them to their submissions. 
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Collaboration Options 
 
Assignments can be designated to individuals or to groups. Select an option based 
on your goals for the assignment. 
 
If you want... select this 

option: 
Example 

- students to work and be 
graded individually. 

 
- all students to receive 

the same instructions. 

All Students 
Individually 

For an Education course, create a 
gradable text-with-attachment 
assignment instructing students to 
submit a lesson plan based on a 
favourite children's book. All 
students receive the same 
instructions and submit individual 
lesson plans for grading. 

- students to work and be 
graded individually. 

 
- groups of students to 

receive different sets of 
instructions. 

All Students 
individually 
with Create 
additional sets 
of instructions 
for groups of 
Students 
selected 

For a Biology course, you create a 
text- with-attachments assignment 
for a research paper on one of five 
different topics. Students can sign 
up for the group that is based on 
the topic that they are most 
interested in, but students work 
individually, submit their own 
research papers, and receive their 
own grades. 

- students to work in 
groups and be graded 
as a group. 

 
- groups to receive the 

same instructions or 
receive additional 
customized instructions. 

Groups of 
Students 

For an Art History course, create a 
web site assignment called "Artists 
of the Renaissance" and assign it to 
groups of students. In the 
assignment instructions, outline the 
basic requirements, such as the 
amount and type of information. 
 
Assign each group a different artist 
and give each group unique 
instruction. 
 
Each group submits one web site, 
and all students within one group 
receive the same grade. 
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How to Create Assignments for Individual Students 
 
You create assignments from the Build tab. The basic process for creating 
assignments is the same regardless of the assignment type or collaboration options. 
 
Settings are grouped into areas: basic Settings, Grading, Dates, and More Options.  
 
� To create an assignment for individual students: 
 

� From the Build tab, under Course Tools, click Assignments. 
 
Click Create Assignment. 
 
Enter the assignment's Title and Description and select whether you want to Show 
or Hide the assignment. 
 
Enter the Instructions. If you want to attach a file with additional instructions, click 
Add Attachment, and locate and select your file. 
 
Under Student submissions will be, select the assignment type. 
 
Under Send assignment to, select All Students individually. 

 
 
Under Dates, select the date and time when the assignment is due, as well as the 
cutoff date. 
 
If you want the assignment due date to appear in students' calendars, select Create 
a corresponding event in the Calendar tool. 

 
 

Note: Assignments submitted between the due date and cutoff date are marked 
as "late." 
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Under Grading, select Allow the assignment to be graded and select if you want the 
assignment to have a Numeric grade or Alphanumeric grade. For numeric grades, 
enter the maximum grade. 
 
Expand the More Options area and make your selections. See Specifying Additional 
Options below for details. 
 
Click Save, 
 
Specifying Additional Options 
 
In the Create Assignment screen, you can click the More Options icon to select the 
following optional features. 
 

a) You can release students' grades for the assignment by making the 
assignment's corresponding Grade Book column visible to students. 

 
b) You can allow students to take back assignment submissions that have 

been submitted before the due date in order to edit them. 
 

Note: Assignments that have this feature enabled are not gradable by the 
instructor until after the due date. 

 
c) You can allow students, in addition to instructors, to publish their own 

submissions, 
 
d) You can notify the instructor by e-mail when a student submits an 

assignment. 
 

 Exercise: Creating Assignments 

1. Create an assignment for individual students. Customize the settings to your 
requirement of the assignment. 

 
2. Allow students to take back submissions and allow them to re-submit. 
 
3. Allow students to publish their assignments. 
 
4. Give a maximum mark of 30. 
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Sending Special Instructions to Select Groups 
 
You can send special instructions to certain groups upon creating an individual 
assignment. Students will still work individually and be graded individually. 
 
Note Before you utilize groups in conjunction with assignments, the groups must 

already be created. You can view existing groups or create groups from the 
Group Manager tool. 

 
� To send special instructions to certain groups when creating an individual 

assignment: 
 
� Follow steps 1 to 5 in "To create an assignment for individual students," 
 
Under Send assignment to, select All Students individually and select Create 
additional sets of instructions for groups of Students. 
 
Pick Select Groups. The Select Learning Groups pop-up screen appears displaying 
any existing groups. 

 
 
Select the groups that you want to send the assignment to and click Continue. The 
Additional Instructions pop-up screen appears. 
 
Enter the specialized instructions you want each group to receive. To include a file, 
click Add Attachments and locate and select the file. 

 
 
Click Save. The Create Assignment screen appears. 
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Complete the Dates, Grading, and More Options sections and click Save. 
 
Creating Group Assignments 
 
Group assignments mean students work collaboratively on a project and all students 
in the group receive the same grade. Except for the Send assignment to settings, 
the process for creating group assignments is the same as for creating individual 
assignments. 
 
� To create a group assignment: 
 

• In the Create Assignment screen, follow steps 1 to 5 in "To create an 
assignment for individual students." 

 
Under Send assignment to, select Groups of Students and click Select Groups. The 
Select Learning Groups pop-up screen appears displaying any existing groups, 
 
Select the groups that you want to send the assignment to. 
 
If you want to provide groups with unique instructions in addition to those you 
already provided, select the option to Provide groups with additional instructions and 
click Save. The Additional Instructions pop-up screen appears. 
 
Enter the instructions, upload any files you want to attach, and click Save. The 
Create Assignment screen appears. 
 
Complete the Dates, Grading, and More Options sections and click Save. 
 

 Exercise: Group Assignments 

1. Create a group assignment to some groups. Do not allow the group to take 
back submissions. 
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Editing Assignments 
 
You can edit assignments from either the Build tab or the Teach tab. 
 
If the assignment has not yet been viewed by students, you can edit all the 
assignment properties, including title, description, type, and grading. 
 
If the assignment has been viewed, you cannot: 
 

• edit the assignment type (text-with-attachments or web site) 
 

• change the students assigned to it. 
 
� To edit assignments: 
 

1. In the Assignments screen, locate the assignment that you want to edit and 
click the linked title. The Edit Assignment screen appears. 

 

 
2. Edit the assignment and click Save. The Assignments screen appears and 

the assignment is saved. 
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Grading Assignments 
 
You can view, grade, and publish assignments from the Assignment Dropbox in the 
Teach tab. The Assignment Dropbox provides five tabs that follow the progress of an 
assignment. 
 

 
 
This tab... displays: 

Submitted assignments that have been submitted by students. You can 
grade/publish the assignments. 

Not Submitted assignments that have been assigned to students and not yet 
returned, or that have been submitted and that you have 
returned back to the student. 

Graded assignments that have been graded. Nongradable assignments 
can also be marked as completed. 

Published any assignment that has been published to the entire class, 
either by you or the student. 

All all assignments regardless of the submission status. The list 
can also be viewed by individual assignments, 
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� To grade an assignment 
 

• From the Teach tab, under Instructor Tools, click Assignment Dropbox. 
The Assignment Dropbox screen appears. 

 
Click the Submitted tab. The list of submitted assignments appears. 

 
 
Locate the submission you want to grade and click on the linked title. The 
Assignment Submission screen appears. 
 
View the submission, including any attachments. 
 
In the Grader/Reviewer Comments text box, enter your comments. If you want to 
provide the student with any additional files, including corrected versions of their 
work, click Add Attachments and locate and select the file. 

 
 
Under Save Options, select Return graded submission to Student and, in the text 
box, enter the grade. 
 

* At this stage, you can select Return to student for further editing or save 
the grading work that you've done so far by selecting Save for further 
review and editing. 

 
Click Save. The Assignment Dropbox appears. The assignment is moved to the 
Graded tab, and the grade is automatically added to the Grade Book. 
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Publishing Submissions 
 
You can publish submissions that you would like all students in your course to see.  
 
� How to publish submissions: 
 

• In the Assignment Dropbox, 
from the ActionLinks menu of 
the assignment, click Publish 
Controls. The Publish 
Controls pop-up screen 
appears. 

 
Click Publish. The submission is 
copied to the Published tab and made 
available to the entire class for 
viewing. 
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Reviewing Assignments Offline 
 
It is useful to compile student submissions into a zip file, which you can then 
download and view locally. Reviewing offline can save time and is generally more 
convenient. 
 
The zip file contains an HTML file for each student, with information about his or her 
submissions. 
 
If the assignment is a text-with-attachments type and the student attached a file, the 
HTML file includes a reference to the file and the file itself is included in the zip file. 
 
If the assignment is a web site, the HTML file for the submission includes the start 
page for the site. All of the files that make up the web site are also included in the 
zip file. 
 
� To compile submissions: 
 

1. In the Assignment Dropbox, from the Submitted, Graded, Published, or All 
tab, select the submissions that you want to compile. 

 
 

2. Click Create Printable View. The Compiled Submissions screen appears. 
 

3. Click Save to File. The Compiled Submissions screen updates to display a 
linked file name for the saved file. 

 
 

4. Click the file name. Your browser's file download dialog box appears. 
 

5. Select where you want to download the compiled submissions to and click 
OK. The compiled submissions are downloaded. 

 
Note: The compiled submissions are also saved to your My Files folder in 
the File Manager. 
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 Exercise: Grading and Publishing Assignments 

1. Submit an assignment using the Student view. 
 
2. As an Instructor, grade the submission. 
 
3. Publish the submission. 
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CREATING AND MANAGING ASSESSMENT 
The Assessment tool is used to create quizzes, surveys, and self tests. Several 
Assessment features have been improved including new question types, additional 
grading options, and a useful preview function that allows you to take a quiz just as 
your students will. 
 
The Question Database storage facility for assessment questions enables you to 
use them in multiple assessments, while the contents of the Question Database can 
be organized into categories to ensure efficient location of questions. 
 
The Assessment Manager organizes assessment submissions in such a way that 
you can see which submissions are complete, which need review or grading, and 
which have yet to be submitted. 
 
Subjects 
 

a) Types of Assessments 

b) The Assessment Process 

c) Creating Assessments and Adding Questions 

d) Managing the Questions Database 

e) Assigning and Managing Grades with the Assessment Manager 
 

 Consequences of Learning 
 

After completing this module, you will be able to: 

a) create questions in the Question Database. 

b) create assessments and add questions to them. 

c) edit assessment settings. 

d) manage questions in the Question Database. 

e) grade assessments and view survey results. 

f) generate assessment reports. 
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ASSESSMENT TYPES 
 
 
Assessment 
type 

Purpose Example 

Quiz Online assessments for which 
grades are assigned. 
 
Quizzes are graded 
automatically unless they 
contain paragraph questions, 
which must be graded by the 
instructor or teaching assistant. 

Create weekly quizzes to test 
students' mastery of learning 
outcomes and to encourage 
progress. 

Self Test Online assessments that allow 
students to test their own 
knowledge of the course 
content. 
 
Self-tests are purely for 
students' benefit; grades are 
not recorded in the Grade 
Book. 

Create self tests that are 
relevant to the material covered 
in learning modules and add 
them to the related learning 
module. 

Survey Anonymous online 
assessments with no grades. 
 
While instructors can see 
whether students have 
completed a survey, the survey 
submissions themselves are 
anonymous. 

Create surveys to canvas 
students' opinions on an issue 
covered in class or to allow 
students to anonymously 
evaluate the course. 
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THE ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES 
Several different tools will be used to create and manage assessments in WebCT 
CE 6. 
 
From the Build tab, you will use the Assessments tool to create assessments and 
to access the Question Database. The Question Database is a repository of 
questions that can be used in multiple assessments. All assessment questions are 
saved in the Question Database. 
 
You will manage and grade assessments from the Teach tab using Assessment 
Manager. Assessment Manager organizes assessment submissions so that you can 
easily see which submissions are complete, are in need review or grading, or have 
not yet been submitted. 
 

Assessments Tool Functions by Tab 

 From the Build tab, using the Assessments tool, you can: 

• create and edit assessments. 

• export questions and assessments. 

• create questions. 

• create categories and columns to organize questions in the 
Question Database 

 

 

From both the Build and Teach tabs, you can edit assessment 
properties. 

 From the Teach tab, using the Assessment Manager tool, you can 
grade assessments and run reports. 
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CREATING ASSESSMENT 
To create an assessment, you must first create questions, then create the 
assessment and add the questions you have created,  and lastly apply assessment 
settings. 

 
The order of tasks is not mandatory but many designers find the process outlined 
above to be the most efficient way to create assessments. 
 
Note: You can also create an assessment first and add questions to it. In this 
workshop, however, we'll follow the process outlined above. 
 
Creating Questions 
The fundamental question creation procedure is similar across the board for all 
question types. Only the settings differ between question types. 
 
This section focuses on creating true false and multiple choice questions, as they 
are the most straightforward question types. The following sections provide details 
specific to the different question types. 
 
True/False Questions 
With this question type, students are presented with a question and must select 
whether the question is true or false. 
 
� To create questions: 
 

1. From the Build tab, under Course Tools, click Assessments. Click Go to 
Question Database. 

 
2. From the Create Question ActionLinks menu, select the True False question 

type. 
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3. The Create Question screen appears. Enter a title, which identifies the 
question when you are browsing the Question Database. Enter question 
text and specify the answers. 

 
4. Optionally, you can also: 
 

o Use the HTML Creator. 

o Insert an equation into your question. 

o Insert an image. 
 
5. Click More Options to add general feedback, write notes for the designer, 

add custom column information, or place the question in a specific category 
in the Question Database. 

 

 
 
6. Click Save. 

 
� To view a question as it will appear to students. 
 

• From the Create Question screen, click Preview after completing the fields 
and before saving the question. 

• Alternatively 

• From the Question Database screen, use a question's ActionLinks menu. 

 
You may also submit an answer to test the grading scheme. 
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Multiple Choice Questions 
 
Students are presented with a question and a list of answers from which they must 
select one or more correct answers. 
 
� To create a multiple choice question; 
 

1. From the Create Question ActionLinks menu, select Multiple Choice. 

2. Enter the title and question text Sections. 

3. Complete the Answer text boxes and optional feedback sections. 

4. In the Answers section, pick one of the following: 

a. If there is only one correct response, select the Correct response 
check box. The answer will automatically be attributed a Value (%) of 
100%. 

b. If there is more than one correct answer, enter the Value (%) you want 
to assign each correct answer. 

Tip: To administer a negative score for selecting an incorrect answer, for each 
incorrect answer, enter the negative Value (%). Under Settings, select Allow 
negative score. 

 

 
5. If you want to provide students with more than five possible answers, click 

Create Additional Answers. 

6. Under Settings, select other settings that determine how the question will 
appear, the grading scheme, and whether negative scoring is allowed 
(optional). 

7. Click Save. 
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 Exercise: Creating T/F and MC Questions 

1. Create a true or false question. 
 
2. Create a multiple choice question. Explore different settings of the question. 
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Creating Other Question Formats 
 
You will now learn about creating more complex question formats including: 
combination multiple choice, fill in the blank, Jumbled sentence, matching, 
paragraph, short answer, and calculated questions. 
 
Combination Multiple Choice Questions 
 
The majority of settings are the same as for 
standard multiple choice questions, but you can't 
assign partial values to combination questions. 
 
The Create Answer Combinations settings, 
however, are unique to this question type. 
 
Students must choose the correct combination of 
items from a List of answers. The following is an 
example. 

� For answer combinations: 
 

1. In the Single Answers area, enter values that you will use to create 
combinations. 

 
2. In the Create Answer Combinations area, you create combinations of the 

single answers and designate one as the correct response. As well as 
combinations, you can enter alternate answers, such as None of the above 
or All of the above. You can only select one combination answer as the 
correct response. 
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Fill in the Blank Questions 
 
Students are presented with a 
question containing blank spaces 
and must provide the missing text. 
One or more correct answers can 
be specified for each blank.  
 
� To create the question and answer for a fill in the blank question: 
 

1. Enclose words that you want to appear as blanks in square brackets. 

 
2. Click Generate Answers to display the Answers area. 
 
3. Determine the value for each blank and the grading scheme for each 

answer. For example, you can choose whether the students' responses 
must be exactly the same as your answer ("equals") or if their responses 
can just include the answer text ("contains"). You can also enable students 
to enter alternate answers and specify a partial value for them. 

 
Mixed Up Sentence Questions 
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With this question type, students 
are presented with a sentence 
with missing words. Drop-down 
lists containing several word 
selections appear for the missing 
words and students must select 
the correct word. Look at the 
example below. 
 
� To create the question and answer for jumbled sentence questions: 
 

1. Enclose words or phrases that you want jumbled in square brackets. 

 
2. Click Generate Answer to display the Answers area. 
 
3. An answer value of 100% is assigned to the initial answer. You can also 

create alternate answers that use the same words in a different order. 
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Matching Questions 
Students are presented with two lists and 
must match items from the first list to the 
second. 
 
EG, both the 'author' column and the 
'novel' columns are previewed above the 
answer list boxes. 

 
� To create a matching question: 
 

• Use the Matching Pairs area to set up the pairs of answers that students 
must match. 

 
 
• Use the Grading Scheme area to specify a grading scheme for the 

answers. 
 
• Column Preview area allows you to determine whether students can see all 

possible answers (outside of the drop-down menus) as they make their 
matches. Possible answers are ordered randomly. 
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Paragraph Questions 
 
Students answer a question in paragraph or essay format. Paragraph questions 
must be graded manually by the instructor or teaching assistant. Example: 
 

 
 
� To enter text that appears in the students' answer box, pre-fill the answer box 

with a sentence that starts their answer appropriately. 
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Short Answer Questions 
 
Students are presented with a 
question that they must answer in the 
form of a word or phrase. 
 
Students can be required to enter 
one or multiple answers. If multiple 
answers are required, you can 
require students to provide answers 
in a specific order. 
 
� To indicate acceptable answers and their values, complete: 
 

a) the answer text 
 
b) the value for each answer 
 
c) grading scheme 
 
d) whether the answer must be in a specific answer box 

 

 

 
Note: Under Settings, you must specify the number of answer boxes shown to 
students before you specify that answers must appear in a particular order. 
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Calculated Questions 
 
Students are required to 
apply mathematical 
operations to answer the 
question. Each student 
receives one of several 
unique number sets for 
solving the problem. 
 
To develop calculated 
questions, you design the 
question using variables in 
place of numbers. Next you 
enter a formula to randomly 
generate values for each 
variable in the question. 
 
� This is what you do: 
 

1. Enter the formula and enclose variables in square brackets. This formula is 
used to generate values to replace the variables within the question text. 

 
The variables will be replaced with values when the student views it. 

 
 

2. Indicate the answer units, whether they are required, and what percentage 
of the answer they're worth. 
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3. Click Analyze Variables to display the settings for the variables and 
answers. 

 

 
4. Enter the minimum and maximum values for each variable. 
 
5. For the Answer Set, select how many answer sets should be generated, 

the number of decimal places, and the answer tolerance (the range of 
answers that should be considered correct). 

 
6. Click Generate Answer Set. 

 
 

 Exercise: Different types of Questions 
1. Create at least 3 different types of questions. 
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CREATING ASSESSMENT AND ADDING QUESTIONS 
Following the questions you have created, you're ready to perform assessments and 
add your questions to them. You can create an assessment and add questions in 
the same way. 
 
� To create an assessment: 
 

1. Under Course Tools, click Assessments. The Assessments screen 
appears. 

 
2. Click Create Assessment. The Create Assessment screen appears. 
 
3. Enter the Title, Description, and select the assessment Type. 

 
4. If you've previously created assessments, under Template, select whether 

you, want to base this assessment on an existing one and, if so, whether 
you want to include only the settings. 

 
5. Click Save and Add Questions. The Assessments screen appears. 
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6. Click Add to Assessment 

and, from the ActionLinks 
menu, click Existing 
Questions. The Add 
Questions to Assessment 
screen appears, displaying 
all questions in the Question 
Database. 

 
 

7. Expand the categories containing the questions you want to add and pick 
the check boxes next to the questions. 

 
8. Click Add Selected. The Assessment screen appears and the questions 

are added. 
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Assigning Points to Questions 
 
You can assign points to questions for quizzes and self tests otherwise questions 
will by default be assigned 10 points each. You can also customize the number of 
points that each question is worth. 
 
� To assign points to questions: 
 

1. From the Assessment screen, select the linked assessment title. The 
assessment appears. 

 
2. Under Points, enter values for questions as needed. 
 
3. Click Update Total. The screen updates and the total number of points for 

the quiz is updated. 

 

 
 

 Exercise: Creating Assessments 
1. Create a quiz. Include all questions you created in the previous exercises. Give 

10 marks to each of the questions. 
 
2. Create a survey. Create the questions when you create the survey. 
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Editing and Managing Questions within Assessments 
 
For current assessments, you can add new questions or existing questions from the 
question database, add parts to group questions, and reorder questions. In addition, 
you can also create question sets. 
 
Adding Questions to Assessments 
 
If students have not taken the assessment, you can add questions to it. 
 
a) To create and add a new question, click the linked assessment title. Click the 

Create Question ActionLinks menu and select a question type. Upon saving 
the question, it is added to the assessment and to the question database. 

 
b) To add existing questions, click the Add to Assessment ActionLinks menu and 

select Existing Questions. Make your selections in the Question Database and 
click Add Selected. 

 
Adding Parts 
 
You can divide assessments into parts to better organize the questions within the 
assessment. 
 
EXAMPLE The first portion of a quiz contains multiple choice and true false 

questions and the second portion contains essay questions. The 
assessment is then divided into two parts: Part 1: Multiple Choice and 
Part 2: Long Answer. 

 
� To create parts for an assessment: 
 

1. From the Assessment screen, 
click a linked assessment title. 
The assessment appears. 

 
2. Click Add to Assessment, and 

then choose “Part”. 
 
3. Enter the Part Title and click 

Create. The screen updates 
and the part is added to the 
bottom of the list of questions. 
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� To group questions into parts: 
 

1. Select each question you want to group under the part. 
2. From the Move questions to part drop-down list, select the part and click 

the Go icon. The screen updates and the questions are grouped under the 
selected part. 

 

Note: You can re-order questions or parts within the question II, 
 
Adding Question Sets 
 
A question set is a group of two or more questions from which one question is 
randomly selected and presented to students. Question sets are an effective way to 
prevent students from sharing answers. 
 
You can add question sets by adding several questions to your assessment at one 
time and as a set. You can also create question sets by adding question alternates 
to questions that have already been added to the assessment. 
 
� To add a question set: 
 

1. From the Assessment screen, click a linked assessment title. 
2. Click Add to Assessment ActionLinks menu and select Question Set. 

The Add Questions to Assessment screen appears. 
3. Locate and select the questions you want to add as a set and click Add 

Selected. The Assessment screen appears and the question set is added. 

 
You can also create a question set by adding question alternates to an existing 
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question. An existing question set can be increased by adding question alternates 
as well. 
 
� To add question alternates: 

1. From the Assessment screen, click a linked assessment title. 

2. Select the check box beside the question to which you want to add 
alternates and click Add Question Alternates- The Add Question to 
Assessment screen appears. 

 
3. Locate and select the questions you want to add as alternates and click 

Add Selected. The assessment screen appears and the question set is 
created. 

 
Assigning Points 
When you assign points to question sets, you must first select the number of 
questions you want WebCT CE 6 to randomly select from the set and present to 
students. Each selected question in the set then carries the value you enter in the 
Points text box. 

EXAMPLE For a set of five questions, two questions are to be presented to 
students and the question set is assigned 10 points. The points 
contributed by the question set are 2 x 10, or 20. 

 
� To assign points, you have to: 

1. For the question set that you want to assign points, click the Select 
drop-down list. Choose the number of questions you want randomly 
selected from the set. 

2. In the Points box, enter the number of points you want to assign to each 
question in the set and click Update Total. The screen updates and the 
total number of points is updated. 
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 Exercise: Managing Questions 
1. Reorder your questions and separate them into different parts. 
 
2. In your quiz, add a question set and add some of the questions you created 

into the set. 
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EDITING ASSESSMENT PROPERTIES 
After creating, adding, and organizing questions for your assessment, the ultimate 
step is to specify the assessment properties. Assessment properties allow you to 
control when and how assessments are delivered to students. 

Available Assessment Properties 

Self 
Test 

• Title 
• Question titles 
• Question delivery 
• Dates Available 

Survey All of the settings above, plus: 
• Duration 
• Submission Settings 
• Security Settings 

Quiz All of the settings above, plus: 
• Attempts allowed 
• Attempts separation 
• Student score 
• Student score release 
• Results Settings 

Quiz Properties 
Since quiz properties encompass all possible assessment properties, this section 
will specifically cover editing quiz properties. Refer to this section when editing self 
test and survey properties. 

Quiz properties define how a quiz will be delivered to students and how results are 
released to students. Properties are grouped into: 

• Settings 

• Dates Available 

• Results Settings 

• Submission Settings 

• Security Settings 
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Settings 
 
� To edit settings: 
 

1. From the Assessments screen, locate the assessment, in this example, a 
quiz and, from its ActionLinks menu, click Edit Assessment Properties. 

2. Edit the Title, Description, Item Visibility, and Grade Book column name as 
required. 

3. Select whether you want to Display question titles to students. 

4. Select Question delivery. 

 

 

 
 

5. Select whether you want the assessment to display in the same browser 
window or a new browser window. 

6. Specify the duration of the quiz and whether students are allowed to submit 
answers when the time has expired. 

7. Select the number of Attempts allowed for the quiz and whether questions 
should be randomized in question sets for each attempt. 

8. If multiple attempts are allowed, enter the minimum time you want students 
to wait between attempts. 

9. Select the First, Last, Highest, or Average attempt to be used for student 
scores. 

10. Choose a Student score release option. 

11. Select whether you want to Release statistics to students. 
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Available Dates 
 
Expand the Available Dates area to set the availability of the quiz. Specify start and 
end times and pick whether you want the quiz to appear as an event in the Calendar 
tool. 
 
Results Settings 
 
Results Settings allows you to specify how you want students' graded submissions 
to appear. You can have a copy of students' results sent to your external e-mail 
address. 
 
� To specify Results Settings 
 

1. Expand the Results Settings area. 
 
2. Select the Student results display settings. 
 
3. If you want results sent to your external e-mail, enter the address. 
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Submission Settings 
 
� To specify Submission Settings for the quiz: 
 

1. Expand the Submission Settings area. 
2. Enter the Submission message you want students to receive when they 

submit their quiz (optional). 
3. If you want student submissions sent to your external e-mail, enter the 

address. 

 
 
Security Settings 
 
To make testing more secure, you can require students to enter a password in order 
to access the assessment. 
 
If you want students to complete an assessment in a campus computer lab, specify 
an IP address for students' computers. This prevents access from any other 
computers. 
 
� You can do this by: 
 

1. Expand the Security Settings area and enter the Proctor password (if 
desired). 

2. If you want to specify an IP address that students' machines must match in 
order to access the assessment, enter the IP address. 

3. If students' computers do not need to match the entire IP address (such as 
a computer lab), in the corresponding IP address mask text boxes, enter 
255 in the portions that must match and 0 in the portions that do not need 
to match. 

 
 

4. Click Save. The Assessments screen appears. 
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 Exercise: Specify Delivery of Questions 

1. Explore different delivery of quiz: 
 

• Deliver all questions at once. 
 

• Deliver question on at a time. 
 

• Set a time limit of the quiz 
 

• Set the allowed attempts. 
 

• Set the highest marks of multiple attempts to be counted. 
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MANAGING THE QUESTION DATABASE 
You can organize questions in the Question Database by creating categories to 
group questions. By creating custom columns, you can include additional 
information about your questions. 
 
Forming Categories 
 
You can create categories to group related questions. Use the categories to help 
you rapidly browse the database. 
 
EXAMPLE Create categories: based on topics or themes that Students 

are-studying. 
 
� To create categories: 
 

1. From the Question Database 
screen, click Create Category. 
The Create Category pop- up 
screen appears. 

 
2. Enter the category Title and click 

Save. The Question Database 
screen appears and the category 
is added. 

 

 
Note: You can also create categories while creating questions. 
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Switching Between Category and Question View 
 
You can toggle between two views of the Question Database: 
 

• Category View: displays the categories in which questions have been 
grouped. In this view, only questions within expanded categories are 
displayed. 

 
• Question View: displays all questions within the Question Database at 

once. 

 
 
Default Columns in the Question Database 
 
The Question Database organizes crucial information about each question within 
columns, allowing you to sort the database and locate specific questions. The 
Question Database has four default columns: 
 

Column Description 

Title The title entered for the question when it was created. 

Type The type of question, e.g., Paragraph, Matching, Multiple choice, etc. 

Used By The assessments in which the question appears. 

Category The name of the category in which the question is grouped. 
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Creating Custom Columns 
 
You can create custom columns to include additional information about your 
questions. Once created, custom columns appear as fields in the question creation 
process. 
 
EXAMPLE Create a column titled Level of Difficulty. As you create questions, you 

can complete this field with descriptive information. Consult the Level 
of Difficulty column when adding questions to an assessment to 
ensure that you are selecting appropriate questions. 

 
� To create a custom column: 
 

1. Select Assessments from Course Tools. 
 

2. Click Go to Question Database. 
 

3. Click Manage Columns. The Manage Columns screen appears. 

 

 
4. Click Create Column to display the Create Column pop-up screen. 

 
5. Enter the column Name and click Save. 
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 Exercise: Question Database 

1. Create a column to descript your questions. 
 
2. Group your questions into different categories. 
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ASSIGNING AND MANAGING GRADES USING THE 

ASSESSMENT MANAGER 
With Assessment Manager, you can: 
 

1. grade assessments by student. This option shows you the entire 
assessment by student, similar to traditional paper-based marking. 

 
2. grade assessments by question. This option allows you to see each 

student's answer to the same question in succession. You can hide student 
names if you want answers to be anonymous. 

 
3. regrade questions. For example, you can change a grade to a question if a 

student successfully defends the answer. 
 
4. modify quiz grades. This option allows you to change the grade of an entire 

quiz, rather than just individual questions. 
 
5. run reports. 

 
 
Submissions are organized by four tabs: 
 
Tab  Displays... 

Graded all assessments that have been graded. Grades have been 
recorded in Grade Book. 

Not Graded assessments that have a mix of graded and not graded 
questions. 

Not Submitted all assessments which have outstanding submissions and lists 
the students who have not made a submission. 

All all submissions, organized by assessment. 

Grading Assessments 
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When a student submits an assessment, responses are graded automatically by 
WebCT, apart from questions requiring a paragraph answer. Grades are 
automatically added to the Grade Book for the assessment. 
 
You will need to grade an assessment manually if: 
 

1. the assessment includes a paragraph question 
 
2. a student successfully defends an incorrect response on a question 
 
3. a question was originally scored incorrectly. 

 
You can grade manually grade questions in two ways: 
 

1. grade by student 
 
2. grade by question 

 
Grading Assessments by Student 
 
When you grade assessments by student, you grade each student's entire 
submission for the assessment individually. 
 
� To grade or regrade an assessment by student: 
 

1. In the Teach tab, under Instructor Tools, click Assessment Manager. 
 

2. Do one of the following: 
 

a. To regrade assessments, click the Graded tab. All graded 
assessments appear. Expand the assessment that you want to 
regrade. 
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b. To grade assessments, click the Not Graded tab. All ungraded or 
partially graded quizzes are displayed. Each row contains one 
student's submission for a specific assessment. The Attempt column 
indicates the attempt number. 

 
 

3. For the submission that you want to grade, click View Attempt 1 (or 
whichever attempt is recorded) to display the assessment questions and 
the student's answers. Any automatically graded questions display the 
grade. 

 
4. For each question, enter or override the score and add comments. 

 
 

5. If you want, you can also adjust the total quiz score and add general 
comments for the student. 

 
6. Document any changes in the grades in the Audit Log Comments text box. 

These comments can be retrieved at a later point from the Grade Book, 
and are useful in case of grade challenges or related issues. 

 
7. Click Update Grade. 
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Question Grading 
 
You can grade assessments by question to see each student's answer to the same 
question in succession. You can also hide student names for answers to be 
anonymous. 
 
� Grading by question: 
 

1. From the Assessment Manager screen, click the Not Graded tab to show 
all partially graded or ungraded assessments. 

 
2. Click the linked assessment title that contains the question you want to 

grade. 
 

Note: There may be multiple instances of the same quiz; choose any 
instance. 

 
3. From the ActionLinks menu of the question you want to grade, click Grade 

all attempts of this question. A list of student names appears. 

 
 

4. Click Hide Names to replace student names with numbers. 
 

5. For the first student, click 
Attempt 1 (or whatever attempt 
number it is). The View 
Question Attempt screen 
appears.  

 
6. In the Score text box, enter the 

grade. Enter comments if 
desired. 

 
7. Click Save and View Next 

Attempt. To view the next 
attempt without saving the 
current, click View Next 
Attempt. 

 
8. When all attempts are graded, 

click Done. 
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Grades Modification 
 
You can modify the overall grade for an assessment on a per-student basis. 
 
Note Modifying the grade for an entire assessment overrides scores given to 

individual questions. 
 
� Modification of an overall grade: 
 

1. From the Assessment Manager screen, click the Graded tab. 
 

2. Expand the assessment you want to modify. A list of students appears. 
 

3. Under Grade, click the grade that you want to modify. The Modify Grade 
pop-up screen appears. 

 
4. In the Grade text box enter a new grade. 

 
5. In the Audit Log Comments text box, enter comments about the change. 

 
6. Click Save. The Graded tab appears displaying the new grade. The old 

grade appears in parentheses. 
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Allowing Retake of Assessments 
 
By resetting the previous attempt, you can give students an opportunity to take an 
assessment a second time.  For example, if a student experiences technical 
problems while taking the quiz, you can reset the submission and re-release the 
quiz attempt to the student. 
 
� To reset attempts: 
 

1. From the Assessment Manager screen, click the tab that contains the 
assessment you want to reset. 

 
2. Expand the assessment. 

 
3. Do one of the following: 

 
a. To reset a specific's student's attempt, locate the row for the student, 

expand the ActionLinks menu for an attempt, and click Reset Attempt. 
 

b. To reset all attempts, click Reset Entire Submission. 

 
 

 Exercise: Grading a quiz 

1. Grade a paragraph question in your quiz. If there is no paragraph question in 
your quiz, create one. 

 
2. Change the overall grade of a student in the quiz. 
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Viewing Survey Submissions 
 
Although you can view whether students have submitted a survey, survey 
submissions are anonymous. 
 
� To view survey submissions: 
 

1. From the Assessment Manager screen, click the All tab. 
 

2. For the survey you wish to view, click the name of the survey. A table 
appears, displaying the names of the students in the section and whether 
they have completed the survey. 

 
 
 

 Exercise: Survey 

1. As a student, submit a survey. 
 
2. In Teach tab, view the survey results. 
 
3. Reset the survey. 
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GENERATING ASSESSMENT REPORTS 
Reports that determine how well students are performing can be generated. 
 
There are four reports for quizzes: 
 

1. Performance report provides each student's answer to quiz questions and 
provides statistics on which answers students selected. You can generate a 
performance report on surveys. 

 
2. Item Statistics displays performance statistics on an individual question by 

person. Or, you can choose to run statistics on an individual question for 
the whole class. 

 
3. Summary Statistics show the mean score either by person or by class on 

a particular assessment. 
 
4. Class Statistics display class performance on individual questions. 

 

TERMS 

Attempts The number of responses to a question. A low number of attempts 
might indicate the item was not well worded or that the test was too 
long. 

Discrimination Indicates how well a question distinguishes between students who 
have a high quiz score and those who have a low score. The 
discrimination number is always between 1 and -1. A negative 
number indicates that the lower-scoring students performed better 
on this question than the high-scorers. 

For example, a score of -.05 may suggest that the question is not 
reliable. You might choose to not count this item for the 
assessment, or reword it for the next assessment. 

Frequency The number of times an answer was chosen or given by a student. 
This can differ from the number of attempts if a student chooses to 
not answer a question or if there are multiple attempts at a 
question. This indicates if your multiple-choice test had good 
distracters, if it was too easy, or if the instructor made an error in 
presenting a certain piece of material (e.g., all students chose 
wrong answer). 
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TERMS 

Mean Percent representing the average quiz score or the average 
frequency that an answer was given by students. A high mean 
could indicate the test was easy; a lower mean, the test too hard 
or material not covered thoroughly, 

Standard 
Deviation (SD) 

An average of the amount that the results deviate from the 
average score. The greater the standard deviation, the less 
reliable is the test. 

Upper 25% The group of students whose score is in the upper 25% of the 
class. If you're evaluating your assessment against a normal 
curve, this value should be 25% of the class. 

Lower 25% The group of students whose score is in the lower 25% of the 
class. Similar to Upper 25%. 

 
The Performance Report 
 
Performance reports can be generated for individual quizzes and surveys 
 
When you run a Performance Report, a table is generated. The table contains 
columns for: 
 

1. student's first and last name and user name 
 
2. the grade received and the number of attempts 
 
3. the score 
 
4. every question in the assessment 

 
You can view statistics showing how students answered the question. For example, 
for multiple choice questions, you can see a breakdown of how frequently each of 
the possible answers was selected. 
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� To run a Performance Report: 
 

1. From the Assessment Manager screen, from any of the tabs, locate the 
quiz for which you want to run a performance report and, from its 
ActionLinks menu click View Reports. The Assessment Reports screen 
appears. 

 
2. From the Assessment title drop-down list, select the assessment. 

 
3. Under Select a Report Type, select Performance. The Performance 

Report screen appears. 
 

 
 

4. To view a student's paragraph question response, click View Answer. 
 

5. To see statistics for a specific question, click the linked question title and, 
from the menu that appears, click Statistics. A screen containing the 
question and a table of response summary data appears which shows how 
many students answered the question in a particular way. 

 
Note: The Performance report generated for surveys is similar to the 
Performance report for quizzes, except that student names are not 
provided. 
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Other Available Reports 
 
The Item Statistics Report 
 
Item Statistics display the performance for individual questions while comparing the 
performance of selected students to that of the entire class. Item Statistics reports 
are available for quizzes and can be generated for the class as a whole, or for all 
individuals in a class.  In addition to the columns appearing in the figure below, 
mean, standard deviation and a comparison to the whole class's performance 
(comparing attempts, percentiles, discrimination, mean, standard deviation). 

 
 
The Summary Statistics Report 
 
The Summary Statistics report provides the mean score either by person or by class 
on a particular assessment. 

 
The Class Statistics Report 
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The Class Statistics report shows a question-by-question analysis of the 
performance of an entire section on a quiz. One class value for each question is 
displayed for each of: Attempts, Percent Answering Correctly, Discrimination, Mean, 
and Standard Deviation. 
 

 
 
 

 Exercise: Generating Reports 

1. Make sure you have some submissions to any quiz in your course. 
 
2. View the report of your quiz. 
 
3. View statistics of the individual questions. 
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COURSE MANAGEMENT 
Now, you will gain hands-on experience with a range of tools and utilities that can be 
used to manage a course throughout the semester. First, you will learn to manage 
the delivery of content by hiding items and setting release criteria. Then, you will 
learn to configure section settings to meet specific design or instructional objectives, 
and create a Course Preview Page that students can see before enrolling on the 
course. You will also learn how to facilitate content sharing by importing and 
exporting assessments, questions, and learning modules. 
 
You will create backups to use as a safeguard when making major design changes 
to their course. 
 
Subjects 
 

a) Selective Release 
b) Settings 
c) Course Preview Page 
d) Content Import and Export 
e) Backups 

 
 

 Consequences of Learning 
 
After completing this workshop, participants will be able to: 
 

a) control the availability of content items to students. 
b) use Selective Release criteria to achieve specific instructional outcomes. 
c) use the Members tab to determine the content items that are currently 

available to students. 
d) configure settings to meet specific instructional or design objectives. 
e) use File Manager to upload and manage files. 
f) create a Course Preview Page. 
g) import and export assessments and learning modules. 
h) create a backup of their course. 
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SELECTIVE RELEASE 
You plan the delivery of your material according to a schedule in a normal classroom 
context. Often, you present new information when students demonstrate 
comprehension of the current content. Your criteria for a schedule may vary 
according to a range of factors; student performance, time, special needs, or a 
combination of ail three. 
 
In WebCT, you can duplicate this "selective release" of information by: 
 

• hiding items from or showing items to students. 
 
• setting release criteria that specifies when, to whom, and/or under which 

condition the information is presented. 
 
TERMS 
Hidden/Shown • When an item is hidden from students, all instances of 

the item are hidden. For example, if you add a web link to 
Course Content Home and then hide the link, the web 
link will not be visible on Course Content Home or from 
Course Tools. 

 
• When an item is shown, ail instances of the item are 

visible to students. 

Release criteria Release criteria are specific criteria that must be met before 
an item is made visible to students. Release criteria can be 
based on date, member, group, or Grade Book data. You can 
also combine criteria to create customized delivery options for 
each student. 

 

Selective Release by Tab 

From both the Build and Teach tabs, you can: 
 
• hide or show items. 
 
• set release criteria for items. 
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Selective Release Tool 
 
The Selective Release tool lists all items linked on Course Content Home, folders, or 
within learning modules. It is divided into two tabs: 
 

• the Course Content tab 
 
• the Members tab 

 
The Course Content Tab 
 
On the Course Content tab, you can hide/show items and set selective release. 
 

 
 
� To view the status of items within a folder or learning module, click its Expand 

icon. The content items appear. 
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Hiding/Showing Items 
 
� To make an item unavailable, click Hide Item, All instances of the item are 

hidden from students. 
 
� To make an item available, click Show Item. All instances of the item are visible 

to students. 
 
Fixing Release Criteria 
 
You can make content available to students based on specific release criteria. 
Release criteria can be based on date, membership, group, and Grade Book data. 
 
Criteria Example 

Date - select a date or date 
range which the item is 
available. 

You can release learning modules based on a pre- 
determined schedule. For example, a new learning 
module may be released every week. Timing the 
release of content can help structure the course and 
keep students focused. 

Group - select specific 
learning groups to allow or 
disallow access to an item. 

You can create a group for students who need 
additional time to complete quizzes. You can then 
release quizzes to this group. 

Grade Book data - select a 
Grade Book column and 
criteria which must be 
satisfied before members 
can access the item. 

You can release enrichment or bonus materials to 
students who attain a certain grade or higher on a 
quiz. 

Member - select specific 
students who you want to 
allow or disallow access to. 

You can release content to specific students on 
request. For example, you can release background 
materials or remedial instructions to students seeking 
extra help. 
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� To release an item by date: 
 

1. From the Course Content tab, locate the item and click its Set Release 
Criteria button. 

 
The Set Release Criteria screen appears. 

 

 
2. lick Add Date Criteria. The Add Date Criteria screen appears. Add Date 

Criteria 
 

 
3. Select the Available Starting and Available Until dates and click Save. 
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Combining Release Criteria 
 
You can use Boolean operators (AND, OR) to combine release criteria. For example, 
you can set release criteria to make: 
 

• a specific learning module available only to students who have passed two 
quizzes. 

 
• an assignment available only to a specific learning group between specified 

dates. 
 
You can create more complex expressions by grouping criteria and combining the 
groups with Boolean operators. 
 
EXAMPLE You can set release criteria to make enrichment material available to 

students who have scored over 90% on at least one of three quizzes 
and who have obtained a grade of 90% or higher on at least one of 
two assignments. 

 
For more examples and instructions, see the online Help, 
 
The Members Tab 
 
The Members tab lists all the members in the section in alphabetical order by User 
ID. Members include students, auditors, and the WebCT Demo Student. You can 
select individual members and view the items, folders, and learning modules that 
are currently available to them. The Members tab is read-only; to set release criteria 
or hide/show items, go to the Course Content tab. 
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� To view a student's status, under User ID, click the student's name. The items 
and their availability to that particular student are shown. 

 

 
 
Setting Selective Release from a Tool's Inventory 
 
The Selective Release tool only includes items that have been added to Course 
Content Home, folders, and learning modules, 
 
� To apply release criteria to items only available from Course Tools: 
 

• Select the tool from Course Tools. The main screen for the tool appears. 
 
Select the item from the tool's inventory, and from its ActionLinks menu, click Set 
Release Criteria. 
 

 Exercise: Selective Release 

1. For your learning module, release to students next week. 
 
2. Do not allow some of your students to access a folder. 
 
3. Review the permissions in the Member tab. 
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SETTINGS 
Settings determine which tools and .features are enabled in your course. For each 
setting you can set the value for the course, where the current value can be: 
 

a) the default value. 
 
b) a value selected at a parent learning context (e.g., by your institution 

administrator) and copied to all child learning contexts (e.g. all courses and 
sections) 

 
c) a value selected by you. 

 
NOTE If a setting displays the message You do not have permission to view this 

locked setting, it has been locked at a parent learning context (for example, 
by the institution administrator) and you cannot modify it. 

 
There are three categories of settings; 
 
Tool • configure settings specific to a WebCT tool 

 
• allows you to enable tool on/off in course 
 
• includes some Teaching Assistant settings 

Administration • configure settings that apply to the program in a 
broader sense, for example allowing students to 
use PeopleLinks 

 
• includes some Teaching Assistant settings. 

System Integration • configure deployable components, which are 
software components that can be integrated with 
WebCT 

 

Settings by Tab 

From both the Build and Teach tabs, you can view and set settings. 
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� To access settings: 
 

• From the Build or Teach tab, under Designer or Instructor Tools, click 
Manage Course. The Manage Course screen appears. 

 
 
Click Settings. The Settings main screen appears, 

 
 
Click the hyperlinked name of the tool or feature whose setting you want to change. 
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 Exercise: Settings 

1. Disable the Chat tool. 
 
2. Do not allow teaching assistants to use Settings. 
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COURSE PREVIEW PAGE 
You can create and set a Course Preview Page to present information about the 
course. This enables students to find out more about the course before they are 
enrolled. To view the Course Preview Page, Students click Course List on the Entry 
Page when they access WebCT. 
 
Creating a Course Preview Page involves two steps: 
 

• Creating the preview page. The Course Preview Page can be a single page 
or a set of linked HTML files. You can either create it using the Create File 
feature in File Manager, or you can create it outside of WebCT and upload it. 

 
Setting the Course Preview Page in Manage Course. 
 
Creating a Course Preview Page 
 
The instructions below are for creating the Course Preview Page within File 
Manager. If you have created your page outside of WebCT, you can upload it to File 
Manager to the Public Files folder and go to the next section, Setting the Course 
Preview Page. 
 
NOTE You must save the files for the Course Preview Page in the Public Files 

folder in File Manager. 
 
� To create a Course Preview Page: 
 

• From File Manager, open the Public Files folder. 
 
In Public Files, click Create File. The Create File screen appears. 
 
In the File Name text box, enter the file name. 
 
If you want to use HTML Creator, next to HTML Creator, select On. The HTML 
Creator appears. 
 
In the Content text box or the HTML Creator editing area, enter your content. 
 
Click Save. The Course Preview Page is created and saved in the Public Files 
folder. 
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Setting the Course Preview Page 
 
� To set the Course Preview Page: 
 

• From the Build or Teach tab, under Designer or Instructor Tools, click 
Manage Course. The Manage Course screen appears. 

 
Click Course Preview Page Setup. The Course Preview Page Setup screen 
appears.  
 
Click Browse for Course Preview Page. The Content Browser appears 
 
In the Public Files folder, select the file. If you are using a set of linked HTML files, 
such as a web site, select the file for the first page. 
 
Click OK. The Course Preview Page is set. 
 

 Exercise: Create Course Preview Page 

1. Create a Course Preview Page. 
 
2. View the page by logging out and view it in the Course List page. 
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COURSE CONTENT IMPORT 
By using the import content feature, you can re-use and share content you created 
in other WebCT versions or with other software packages. The table below 
summarizes the content that can be imported and the results upon import into 
WebCT CE 6. 
 
Type of Content Results Upon Import 

• entire courses exported from WebCT 
Campus Edition (CE) 4.1 with the 
Migration Pack (MP) 

• After import, a Content Import log 
describes what happened to your 
course content and where you can 
find it in this version of WebCT. 

• Content/learning modules 
 

- from WebCT CE 4.x or later 
- from WebCT Vista 3.x or later 

• Imported content modules and 
learning modules become learning 
modules. 

• assessments and questions 
 

- from WebCT CE 4.x or later 
- from WebCT Vista 3.x or later 
- created using Respondus 

• Imported quizzes, surveys, and self 
tests are added to the Assessments 
tool. 

 
• Imported questions are added to the 

Question Database tool. 

• e-Learning Resource Packs (e-Packs) • e-Pack content is merged with 
existing content of the same type. 

 
• A Content Import log describes where 

the content is located. 

• presentations created using the 
PowerPoint® 

• Presentations are imported as 
learning modules, with each slide 
becoming an HTML file in the learning 
module's TOC. 

• web sites created using 
Dreamweaver® software or 
Frontpage® web site creation and 
management tool 

• Web sites are imported as learning 
modules, with each HTML page 
becoming an HTML file in the learning 
module's TOC. 

 

The Content Import Tool by Tab 

You can import content from the Build tab. 
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Using the Content Import Tool 
 
To import a SCORM package, use the SCORM tool. Refer to the online Help for 
more information. 
 
� To import a content package: 
 

NOTE • There may be some prerequisites for preparing content for import. 
For further information, see the Online Help. 

 • If you want to import single HTML pages created with Dreamweaver 
or Frontpage, use File Manager's Get Files feature. 

 
1. From the Build tab, under Designer Tools, click Manage Course. The 

Manage Course screen appears. 
 

2. Click Import. The Content Browser appears. 
 

3. Locate and select the content package (zip file) you want to import and 
click OK. The Content Import in Progress screen appears with a progress 
report and any errors and warnings. 

 
4. If you want to view errors and warnings, click View Import Log. The Import 

Log pop-up screen appears. 
 

5. Click Return. Course Content Home appears. 
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CONTENT EXPORT 
You can export the following content for use in other WebCT courses and 
installations: 
 

a) assessments 
 
b) questions in the Question Database 
 
c) learning modules 

 
The following table summarizes what gets exported. 
 
Content Exported Elements 

Assessment • the assessment and the questions that it contains 
 
• the categories that the questions belong to 
 
• any image files added to the questions 
 
• the assessment properties 
 
• Submission and security settings are not exported. 

Individual Questions. • questions 
 
• the categories that the questions below to 
 
• question settings 
 
• any linked files, e.g. image files. 

Learning Module • headings 
 
• assessments in the Table of Contents or Action Menu 
 
• content files in the Table of Contents or Action menu 
 
• learning module properties 
 
• Action Menu settings 

 
You can export multiple content items of the same type to one content package. For 
example, you can create a content package with multiple assessments. 
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TERMS 

Content 
package 

A content package is a zip file of exported data.  The content 
package includes XML files, XML schema files (.xsd files), and 
the content item’s files, such as HTML and image files. 
 
Content exported from WebCT implements the WebCT Content 
Interoperability Specification (WebCT CIS). For further 
information, see the Online Help. 

 
 

The Content Export Tool by Tab 

The Content Export tool is only available from the Build tab. 
 
From the Build tab, you can export questions, assessments, learning modules, and 
SCORM modules. 
 
 
Exporting lndividual Questions 
 
� To export questions: 
 

1. Under Course Tools, click Assessments. The Assessments screen 
appears. 

 
2. Click Go to Question Database. The Question Database screen appears. 

 
3. From either the 

Question View or the 
Category View, 
select the questions 
you want to export 
and click Export 
Questions. The 
Content Browser 
screen appears.  
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4. Locate and select 

the location you 
want to export the 
questions to and, in 
the Save as text 
box, enter a name 
for the content 
package. 

 
5. Click OK. The Export Log screen appears and any errors and warnings are 

displayed. 
 

6. Click Return. The Course Content Home page appears. 
 
Exporting Assessments and Learning Modules 
 
� To export assessment or learning modules: 
 

1. Under Course Tools, click Assessments or Learning Modules. The 
Assessments screen or Learning Modules screen appears. 

 
2. Pick the check box next to the assessments or learning modules that you 

want to export and click Export. The Content Browser screen appears. 
 

3. Select a location, enter a name for the package, and click OK. The Export 
Log screen appears and any errors or warnings are displayed. 

 
4. Click Return. The Course Content Home page will pop up. 

 
 

 Exercise: Export Content 

1. Export the questions in the Question Database. 
 
2. Export a learning module. 
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COURSE BACK-UP 
This feature is designed as a convenient way to back up your course before making 
changes that you may want to undo with the help of an administrator. For example, if 
you wanted to make design changes to your course or delete content, you could 
back up your course before making the changes so you can restore it to its original 
version. 
 
The following data is included in a course backup: 
 

a) enterprise data, including users, enrolments, and other meta-data 
 
b) all content and any data that it produces, for example assessments and 

their submissions 
 
c) selective release criteria applied to content 
 
d) file and folder structures 
 
e) course settings 

 
After backing up your course, you can save the backup as a file. This allows you to 
download the backup and save to a storage medium of your choice. Unlike regular 
backups, backup files can contain tracking data. If you choose to include tracking 
data, the last processed tracking information collected before the backup was 
created is used. 
 
 
* Designers and instructors cannot restore backups. If you need to restore your 

course, contact your administrator. 
 
 

Backing Up Your Course by Tab 

From both the Build and Teach tabs, you can create course backups. 
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Course Backup Creation 
 
Each course can be backed up, with the date and time listed at the time of the back 
up. Then, you can save it as a file. 
 
� This is how you do it: 
 

1. From the Build or Teach tab, under Designer or Instructor Tools, click 
Manage Course. The Manage Course screen appears. 

 
2. Click Backup. The Course 

Backups screen will appear. 

 
3. Click Back Up Course. Your section or course is added to the backup 

queue. 
 

4. Click OK. The Course Backups screen appears and the backup is listed 
along with other completed backups. 

 
5. Locate the backup and from its ActionLinks menu, select Save as File. The 

Content Browser will pop up. 
 

6. Navigate to the location where you want to save the file. Leave the 
Tracking Data checkbox selected. Click OK. 
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The backup file is created. 
 

7. Go to File Manager and download the file to your local computer. 
 
 

 Exercise: Backup 

1. Create a backup of your course and download it. 

 
 
 


